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 A date for your diaries
Oh, by the way…

and a
to you all

Keith revisits Hylda Sims
Singalong section with Tony Papard
More Backtracking with Neil Foster
Mr Angry keeps up with modern trends
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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The December issue of American Music Magazine has arrived for Woodies to enjoy. However,
after 41 years and 152 issues economic pressures sadly mean that the magazine can no longer
continue in printed form although it will continue to publish digitally. However, it exits the traditional
world with a bang, not a whimper. The latest and final printed issue really is ‘something else’. It’s
the largest ever with 80 jam-packed pages which deliver the biggest feature to date on the history
of the iconic Memphis label ‘Fernwood’, now owned and nurtured by Woodie Dave Travis. The
feature swallows up the majority of the magazine’s pages and includes artist profiles and session
discographies whilst the colour section has pictures of nearly every record as well as a colour-shot
of the owner, Slim Wallace, and the garage on Fernwood Avenue.
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Europe waves goodbye and
says “ HOLD LE TROISIEME
PAGE! ”
Greeting Folks.
Welcome to Issue 113. Great news folks as we head towards our
deadline of midnight upon the final day of January, seating capacity for
the
“Swamp Pop Spectacular” on Sunday April
19th at the 100 Club is fast approaching maximum. If you want a seat might I suggest you contact
us as soon as possible. Although many people prefer to stand of course, and we’ve still got plenty
of space to accommodate them, it’s those that are not able to who we are concerned about, as all
of us here at
want to make sure you’re in comfort to enjoy the show.
A polite reminder too for all those seated folks; we are going to allow these attendees into the
venue thirty minutes early from 4:30pm, a full thirty minutes before the lights go down at 5pm.
There are a few reasons for this; one of these is to get you settled, find your seat and relax, but
maybe more importantly to avoid queuing on the stairs as some folks find themselves in
discomfort. Also, we don’t want to overburden our lovely and hugely competent box office lady,
Elena by giving her a lot of unnecessary work to do.

We are pleased to announce we are holding a reception at Gerry’s Club, 52 Dean Street, Soho to
welcome our three American Swamp Pop legends to London. Johnny Allan, Jivin’ Gene, and
Gene Terry will be joining us for this little welcoming party around 6pm through to 9pm on Friday
17th April. Gerry’s is a long-established showbiz/theatrical club in the heart of Soho, but space is
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obviously not vast, so if you’d like to attend, be quick, as I’m sure we will rapidly reach capacity.
You don’t need to be a Woodie (member) but you most certainly need to be a ticket holder.
Contact me as soon as you are able, get your name and ticket number on my list.
What a Wow! weekend this is going to be… I can’t wait. The
rehearsals under way and as I type I, like the artists, and all of us at
flat out excited about it all.



















Band have
are







Well! We’ve been talking about it for a while, now is the chance to take a look at our
documentary trailer, the first of many tasters for what will become a full feature length
documentary on all things
. I think Andrew Giannopoulos deserves a
hearty round of applause for what he has achieved so far, I’m sure you will all agree? Drop us an
email, call or send a postcard, tell us what you think, maybe with a suggestion or two? There is
still a great deal of work to come, as we have barely scratched the surface. Completion we
anticipate being around the end of this current year, then comes the editing, a mammoth task in
itself, yep! We’re looking at 2021 as a release date, so we’ll be keeping you all updated as 2020
continues with further trailers, within the pages of this magazine, I guess a round-robin or two will
appear on your screens in due course. For paper Woodies, those who prefer to stay safe from
computers in their lives, with a love of the written word to be seen and digested on a paper page,
ask your good lady wives, husbands, sons, daughters, brothers or sisters to allow you a few
moments in front of their PCs so you can join us in the fun we’re having. Filmed in the 100 Club,
during rehearsals with The Ragin’ Cajun Doug Kershaw, that lovely lady Hylda Sims laughing and
joyous as we all love to remember her at our joyous soiree inside Gerry’s Club in Soho, Tommy
McClain, C.C. Adcock at a
interview in the private upstairs bar of a Marylebone pub,
coasting out on a few seconds of Richie Milton in full flow at the aforementioned Gerry’s. I hope
you all enjoy it as much as we all do here at
.

























Great news also, after an absence of far too long, the
Official Facebook page is back with a much
appreciated thank you to all the good folks rushing forward to like,
share and pass comment, obtaining hits in the hundreds in a
relatively short space of time. A standing ovation for Alan Lloyd our
technically brilliant website manager; Alan has been able to
achieve this at the same time battling a niggly illness as well as
doubling up as social secretary, arranging meet ups and day
outings for our members. If that’s not enough, he has also been
attempting to reach a satisfactory conclusion with the manager of
the unofficial
page, the outcome of which
Alan Lloyd
© Nick Cobban
proved both fruitless and frustrating. We did try every possibility to
avoid having to head the new site “official2”, not a term we feel
comfortable with, a little too unbecoming for us, however all alternative options were not taken.
Please feel free, if you so choose, to follow the unofficial site, however we would very much prefer
if you would kindly unfollow, thus avoiding confusion and yet more possible bad feeling.
We do expect to return the
YouTube back to our website as promised as soon as possible,
which contains at least 150 segments from our shows over several years, far too many have since
left us, which gives a clear indication how important it is to get these presentations back on screen
for you to enjoy. Maybe more importantly for roots music history, as so many of these videos have
perfect sound, capturing these artists at their very best in the twilight of their lives and careers.
Needless to say, the same person who hijacked our Facebook page has done likewise with our
YouTube channel, hence you can understand my reasoning to request those who still follow the
unofficial site, not to do so.
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Our sister publication the hugely dedicated to all things Rock’n’Roll,
rockabilly, hillbilly etc, is the Sweden based American Music Magazine. This
hugely academic tome, run by our good friends from where the day never
gets light this time of year, under the leadership of Bo Berglind has (as
mentioned on Page 2) reluctantly taken the decision due to spiralling costs,
to terminate hard copy publications like us and so many others to go on-line.
The team at AMM have produced magazines of the highest standards over
many years, and I’m sure you will all be happy to join me and us all at
in wishing them all the very best for the future and may
their readership extend to unimagined proportions.

























As you may have read in the last issue 112, the Cinema Reviewer for this very magazine, roadie
and my personal assistant Marti has three projects underway to enhance
’ reputation. That has since increased to four, but two must remain under wraps for the
time being; however, we can disclose two of these projects, so there’s no better person to explain
these to you than the man himself.
Instagram and Wiki projects.
In order to boost
brand visibility an Instagram account has just been
inaugurated. Instagram is social media app centred on pictures and short videos. Currently its
account is in its infancy and pictures will be posted regularly on a weekly basis under Keith
Woods’ supervision. Besides its well-defined purpose to bolster future events visibility and concert
ticket sales, the account should prove truly enjoyable once sufficient pictures have been uploaded.
The name Tales From The
tales_from_the_woods instead.

Woods had

been taken

therefore

the

account reads

Finally, here is the link: https://www.instagram.com/tales_from_the_woods/
Additionally,
’ hard work will get recognition with a Wikipedia entry,
despite some setbacks and the total incompetence of its creator while uploading content. The
entry should be up by the time the latest issue of
magazine goes live,
albeit not complete and to be updated as we go.
Thank you for that Marti.

























As most of you will know we have lost a wonderful friend to us all at
,
Hylda Sims sadly passed away on 13th January aged 87, in hospital in the city of Norwich,
Norfolk. She had been diagnosed with colon cancer during the late summer of 2019, and it spread
through her body without mercy. Happily, she was not in pain, by all accounts and that
considerable brain was active even in her final hours, her wit and recall as sharp as ever.
She passed with family, friends and fellow musicians including “City Ramblers Revival” playing
their guitars and singing, whilst Hylda suggested songs she wanted to hear and at times joining in,
Midnight Special, the Leadbelly classic, was her choice as she slipped away, and now whenever I
hear that song I will think of Hylda. For veteran Woodie Tony Papard it will be a reading of one of
her many poems, read out at
musical soiree not too many months ago in 2019, in which it
contained the line, so typical of this lovely lady’s humour, “Osama Bin Laden, is in my garden,
shall I make him a cup of tea?”.
No one can tell Hylda’s story better than the lady herself, so please raise a glass to this true
bohemian lady as we repeat the interview we did with Hylda a few years ago; it captures both her
amazing life and her spirit perfectly.
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During the final months of 2019 at the age of 82, another friend of
, who
acted as stage manager a time or two over the years, later for a brief while transport manager, not
forgetting too penning a few country music articles for this magazine, Cliff Stevens, former
Country Music DJ a fountain of knowledge of all things Country. In his youth he proved to be a
promising footballer involved with Charlton Athletic youth team, later to undertake trials at
professional level. We were advised of his passing by rockabilly hall of fame guitarist and singer,
his brother Terry Wayne who has graced a
stage both at central London
venues and one of our rare provincial theatre shows.
Little is known regarding cause of death, other than it was sudden, simply whilst in hospital at
Sidcup, Kent where he had been admitted days before. We raise a glass to Cliff too.
We have been losing so many roots music artists and musicians, many of which have become
friends to us at
over the years, at such an alarming rate it is indeed
difficult to keep up. However, we will in issues to come, do our best to see no one is left without a
tribute from us.
See you all in The Buzz column gang.

























raises a glass and says farewell to Rockabilly/Country singer, guitarist,
songwriter, Jack Scott, who has died of a heart attack aged 83.
Date: Saturday April 30th, the year: 1977, location: Rainbow Theatre, Finsbury Park, title: “Sun
Sound Show”. From behind the curtains we heard a sound very familiar to most of the audience, a
masterpiece of Rock'n'Roll…
h s ry “The way I walk is just the way I walk. The way I talk is just the way I talk” ry s h
I certainly wasn’t alone in thinking it was a record playing, a build up to the star of
the show, but it was not. It was Jack Scott, looking just like a 1950s Rock'n'Roller
should; studded jeans, leather jacket, his trim beard adding an extra menace to
his stage persona, with attitude in abundance. What we heard for this, his very
first appearance outside of the north American continent, was professionalism in
Spades. Charlie Gillett on his BBC Radio London show the following day,
remarked, “To me it sounded like the record, I can’t give a higher
recommendation.” I still have the tape I made of the interview with the Sun Sound
Show cast, those words of praise were no exaggeration. Jack was 41 at the time and at the top of
his game, a show that would cement his reputation for the next 40 plus years up to the time of his
sudden and totally unexpected death.
Three iconic performers had already preceded Jack Scott on this
historical evening at the Rainbow, faces that had been hidden from view
since the sixties turned out for this event. So many were by now
preoccupied with early married life, children too vying for attention from
baby hood to early teens, however that would all have to be put aside for
a few hours to witness these four artists making their UK debut. Buddy
Knox, professional, polished, a pop rock sound that provided a contrast
to the hard edged raw rockabilly and gut bucket country of Warren Smith
whose career had been in limbo for a decade and a half, riding high at
the time of the rockabilly revolution who, like Jack, tore the stage up, a
born again star for the remainder of his short life. Charlie Feathers for
whom an overwhelming proportion of the rockabilly fraternity were there
to see, should have torn up the stage, but on this occasion failed to do
so, riddled with nerves and paranoia, for him it would not just be a UK debut, but very likely a very
rare appearance outside of the states of Mississippi, Tennessee and surrounds.
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Jack Scott for me was the star of the show, whose voice I first became aware of when his
pop/country ballad “What In The World’s Come Over You” straddled the top ten, more or less the
same time as Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran were on their ground breaking tour of the UK.
Vincent featured it in his act when this 14-year-old saw them at the Finsbury Park Empire, which
had stood on St Thomas’s Road until meeting the fate of so many former music halls by being
brutally and unthinkably demolished. For me it would be a few more years before I got to hear the
aforementioned “The Way I Walk”, “Leroy” and many other of Jack Scott’s slices of classic 1950s
Rock’n’Roll.
Jack Scott was born Giovanni Domenico Scafone Jr on 24th January 1936 in Windsor, Ontario,
Canada, the first of seven children to Laura and Giovanni who had arrived in Canada some five
years before from Italy. Upon their arrival in Canada they were barely able to speak English, much
of which was learnt from radio broadcasts along with reading as much as they could from
newspapers. Their first-born Giovanni was first exposed to music through the medium of radio, a
constant companion in the family home.
By the time the boy was 10, the family upped sticks across the river to the United States, Detroit
Michigan, to be precise. Hazel Park was a tough working class, industrial suburb, where the
Grand Ole Opry could be picked up loud and clear, beamed out from Nashville, Tennessee. The
Louisiana Hayride coming out of Shreveport, Louisiana, could be heard pretty well too, and
country music stars became his heroes especially Hank Williams. A lover of the hillbilly
Shakespeare’s music that would last a lifetime, those pre-teen years were picking up on other
sounds too, black rhythm and blues, western swing, gospel. His mother, realising his destiny lay in
his musical obsession, bought him a guitar while his father, showed him a few chords.
As he hit his teens, he began to perform at school hops with
his sister Linda where a local DJ, impressed by what he saw,
invited him to perform on his radio show, even suggesting a
name change; Giovanni Scafone was really quite a mouthful,
soon to be reborn as Jack Scott. Once out of school and
earning a living at a gas station and driving a truck, a tough
masculine young man set a persona not to be messed with,
which stayed with him through life. By now he had formed his
own hillbilly band “Southern Drifters” in honour of his hero,
Hank Williams’ backing band “The Drifting Cowboys” along
with Hank’s alter ego, Hank The Drifter.
For a while it was strictly country, until a kid came out of Memphis, Tennessee on a local indie
label, whom he learnt had come to the big city from Tupelo, Mississippi by the name of Elvis
Presley. His ears spun around, and soon he was bringing southern rockabilly into his act;
according to Jack’s own words the audience loved it, it all blended.
A song that Jack Scott wrote “Baby She’s Gone” had caused much excitement at regular gig
“Dance Ranch” and immediately after the gig, he went into a studio to record it. “Baby She’s
Gone” was an A side that had just the right amount of attitude to separate it from the bandwagon
jumpers. For a B side he quickly scribbled up a country pop balled “You Can Bet Your Bottom
Dollar”. Backing him on these tracks were his cousin Dominic on drums, Stan Getz on bass, (no
not that Stan Getz jazz fans), Dave Rohillier on lead guitar, who injected what was needed to
make it one day, a piece of classic moody Rock’n’Roll.
After shifting through a few offices it found release on ABC Paramount and hit the streets in April
1957, selling well enough locally out as far Chicago, although nationally it didn’t raise too much
interest, just enough though to get Jack and his band another throw of the dice. The result of this
was “Two Timin’ Woman” and “I Need Your Love” the format the same as before. The former had
to wait patiently a couple of decades to be given its due appreciation, again all the right mood and
menace, however it failed to ignite the fuse. ABC Paramount weren’t the kindest of organizations
and he and his band were dropped like a brick.
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Over the months to come, Jack was working on yet more songs, one of which was a song about a
buddy of his, a troublesome soul, who was behind bars at the time, originally titled “Greaseball”.
His new label Carlton felt, even in those far less than politically correct times. it might upset a few
folks, so Jack changed it to “Leroy”. There can’t be anybody who loves fifties Rock’n’Roll who
wouldn’t say it doesn’t get much better. The B side “Your True Love”, a magical piece of white
doo-wop, courtesy of the Chantones who had been introduced to Jack a short while before
recording the track. In mid-1958, by now a new guitarist was on board, Al Allen, a saxophonist had
been brought into the band, George Kazakas, fiddle and steel player in the original outfit had also
departed. Finally, he got his breakthrough when “Leroy” hit the charts, resting at No 25; however a
DJ flipped the record over and began to plug the B side which shot past the A side to the giddy
heights of No 3 on the nationwide billboard charts.
Although rocking in all the right ways, it can’t be too much of a surprise that “Geraldine” only
managed to scrape into the hot hundred on the billboard charts, the title repeated countless times
throughout. However, “The Way I Walk” which followed should have been a much bigger hit than
its 36 placing. “The Way I Walk” had swagger aplenty, revived in the seventies by what was hoped
to be the future of rockabilly, Robert Gordon although it was legendary guitarist Link Wray who
was really in the driving seat on that revived recording. Behind the scenes, Jack Scott’s
management had been making deals behind closed doors, finding the British owned Top Rank
label in 1960, which might have been a great idea at the time as it put the aforementioned “What
In The World’s Come Over You” into the top five of the UK charts during very late 1959, early
1960. Long term though it proved to be not such a good idea; the feel he had created at Carlton
was diminished, plus the eagerly anticipated demise of first generation Rock’n’Roll was losing its
battle with the record industry, much later than its detractors had hoped.
1960 saw the release of an album dedicated to the songs of his country music hero Hank Williams
that had been recorded the previous year. Jack got another major learning curve of the recording
business when, whilst out of the USA, Jack got a call to say Top Rank had closed down its
American division, and his whole back catalogue had been sold to Capitol Records. The two year
stay at the Los Angeles based company proved mostly fruitless, so come 1963, he contacted Chet
Atkins, the acclaimed guitarist who by now was pretty much in charge of all things “Country” at
Nashville, and Jack was soon on his way to Nashville.
However, fate dealt him a duff card once again, finding him signed to RCA’s Groove subsidiary,
not the main label as he was led to believe. The same pattern emerged - saddled with unsuitable
material as Atkins tried to push him into the MOR country sounds, laden with strings and girly
choirs which was so prevalent at the time, although one track did appear during his stay that did
capture some of the Jack Scott feel, that being “Flaky John”. Apart from no longer writing most of
his material, being burdened with unsuitable songs, he left RCA after a couple of years, career
wise no better than when he joined. For the remainder of the sixties and well into the seventies he
label hopped, and I would suggest his gospel material only came close to his earlier potential.
Then came the call from the UK for the “Sun Sound Show” in 1977, back
home by all accounts now reduced to playing current country hits in barrooms, he was suddenly being feted by a far younger audience at a
major Rock music venue in London. Mainland Europe beckoned, and
eventually too his native adopted country USA. As for his country of birth,
to say he was by far the best Rock’n’Roll singer to ever come out of
Canada would be pretty much an obvious statement.

Jack Scott, Hemsby
7/10/2017
© Paul Harris

After his 1977 debut, down through the decades I would get to see Jack
Scott many times. He never failed to deliver the goods, he never did a
bad show, the last time just a couple of years ago at the Hemsby, Norfolk
Rock’n’Roll weekender. Even fast approaching 81 he still cut the
mustard, still had that swagger, that baritone voice still sounding much
like it should. I chatted to Jack about the possibility of him doing a show
for
, mentioned too, how I spoke to him when he
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played Ritchie Gee’s original Tennessee Club, art deco ballroom in Tottenham, North London
(now demolished by its philistine landowner, a typically ugly block of low rise flats now occupy the
site). I told him how much I enjoyed his version of “Blues Stay Away From Me” interlaced with
“Stoned” that he put out as an LP track on his own label “Ponie” a decade prior. Jack deserved to
reach the pantheon of Rock’n’Roll greats finally, that’s how he will be remembered.

























raises a glass and says farewell to Rockabilly, Country, Blues, Gospel
singer, guitarist, songwriter Sleepy LaBeef who died aged 84 at his home in Arkansas on 26th
December 2019.
I thought Sleepy was great, my next favourite rockabilly narrowly
behind Carl Perkins. I don’t reckon anyone can describe this
mountain of a man better than the great American author Peter
Guralnick when he wrote in that still the best of all tomes of
American roots music “Lost Highway” in the chapter devoted to him,
or the New York Times who described him thus, “a living, breathing,
guitar picking history of American music”. The fondest of memories
for me was witnessing him on stage at the bi-annual Hemsby
Rock’n’Roll weekender in Norfolk, rockin’ up a storm on stage,
particularly on a near frenzied work out on “Standing In The Need Of
Prayer”, stomping his mighty cowboy booted right foot on the stage, waving his cowboy hat in the
air as he brought this old time gospel classic to a crescendo. The previous evening, he had joined
us for dinner at a restaurant in Great Yarmouth, his mighty frame towering above us, cowboy hat
and all as he beguiled us with stories from his long career on the road, those legends with whom
he worked. Sleepy was a man who disliked profanity, foul language, unbecoming behaviour, and
there was not a trace of any of these during the three hours we spent spellbound in his company.
Up to the present century and beyond into he was still performing 300 shows a year across the
USA, along with festivals throughout much of Europe and here in the UK. As his family said in a
statement issued after his passing - he lived the life he loved, singing and playing his guitar
around the world.
He claimed to know 6,000 songs, known as the human jukebox, and he often stated he judged his
audience and would react to whatever any given audience wanted, meaning more blues if that’s
what they wanted, more country if that was what was required, more rockabilly so on and so forth.
Like most of his contemporaries in Rockabilly he was a massive admirer of Hank Williams. Sleepy
possessed a raw traditional country style voice that could interpret the sound better than most, a
voice that boomed, that could be so convincing with the blues. His interpretation of the Muddy
Waters classic “Young Fashioned Ways”, white man blues don’t get any better in my opinion. As
gained confidence and got a little more daring I wanted to bring Sleepy
to these shores to do an exclusive one off, “an evening with” type of show, maybe what he would
do in a club down south, no pressure to please in the same way that would be the requirement at
a Rock’n’Roll weekender, simply to stretch out and let him follow his heart. Sadly now that can
never be.
Born Thomas Paulsley LaBeff in Smackover, Arkansas 20th July 1935, the youngest of 10
children, the family name originally being LaBeouf, raised on a farm that grew cotton and
watermelons. A lazy eye rendered the nickname Sleepy, which became his lifelong stage name.
Just like all his contemporaries growing up in the south, radio was a constant companion, if they
had a love of music, it influenced and natured their later lives. For young Thomas, it would prove
to be Hank Williams, country music’s finest poet, or from bygone days the yodelling brakeman,
Jimmie Rodgers, and the guitar slinging, foot stomping gospel singer, Sister Rosetta Tharpe.
When not working on the farm, he could be found at the back of the house, practicing guitar. It
didn’t take too long to realise that what he wanted to do was play music; it beat back-breaking
work on the farm, picking cotton. By the time he was 18, he was ready to try his luck, moving to
Houston, Texas, soon to find himself singing gospel music on a local radio station, whilst putting a
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band together to play local gigs, along with radio programmes that were beamed wide and far,
such as the famous “Louisiana Hayride” and not forgetting “Houston Jamboree”. At near 6 foot 6
tall and weighing in at close to twenty stone, he must have cut an imposing figure for a lad in his
late teens.
Sleepy’s first recordings came out on the Starday label, beginning in 1957 with “I’m Through”
followed by “All The Time” before switching to Dixie Records for a stab at Johnny Cash’s “Ballad
Of A Teenage Queen”. Soon to switch companies, no doubt in search of that elusive hit, although
selling well enough throughout the south along with exciting stage performances and widely varied
material kept him busy on the road, like so many others he had to wait two decades for
recognition of his early material by way of the mid-seventies rockabilly boom in Europe, including
one of his most popular calling cards, his take on Hank Ballard’s “Tore Up” from 1963.1969 saw
Sleepy taste a degree of success on the country charts with “Blackland Farmer” on Columbia
records, the single lifted from an album of the same name.
Although releasing no singles during the seventies, he had numerous album releases, much of
which (in the view of this humble scribe) produced some of his finest and certainly most diverse
work that displayed his many influences, as rockabilly swept across Europe. By the middle of the
decade, his early material was released on compilation albums, much of which was seeing the
light of day for the first time.
As the seventies gave way to the eighties, Sleepy was signed to well regarded ‘roots’ music label
Rounder which happily kept him in gainful employment right up to the final years of the 1990s, his
final album release entitled “Rides Again” in 2013.
I would get to see Sleepy LaBeef several times through the
years, and he never performed an under-par show. The final
time was just a few years ago, once again at Hemsby
Rock’n’Roll Weekender, by this time his health difficulties were
well known, in fact so much so we were surprised he was
attempting such a trip with both his age and health against him.
He looked very frail, at least 10 stone lighter, and he bore little
resemblance to that giant of a man at the dinner table a couple
of decades before. Despite that he put on a spirited show, his
voice maybe not as strong as it once was, guitar playing not as fluid, but who cares? We were
saying goodbye to a Rock’n’Roll icon, it only mattered just to be there.
Sleepy LaBeef, Hemsby
9/5/2015 © Paul Harris

The Amazing Missing Article
As 2019 morphed into 2020, on the first floor of a Georgian mansion in the little town of Bromley in
the county of Kent, a cry was heard that chilled the bones of all who heard it. The cry was
repeated, followed by the slamming of a door. That cry was “I don’t have time to write about my
favourite films!” This was the precise moment that the illustrious Keith Woods discovered that
being an entrepreneur and the most famous of hat wearers in good ol’ Blighty wasn’t as easy as
he’d thought it might be. Sorting out arrangements for a forthcoming show in London, organising a
documentary about his exploits, writing obituaries, arguing over the rights to internet property,
recovering from illness and still having to do the shopping had proved too much and something
had to give. It proved to be the Keith Woods Movie Database. When queried on the matter, the
bedraggled Mr Woods said, “The column will be back in Issue 114” but he didn’t sound very
convincing. Only time will tell if his promise will come to fruition.
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Mr Angry's Faux News
The Cockney Council of Great Britain and
Northern London has removed convicted
paedophile Gary Glitter's name from the 2020
Cockney Rhyming Slang Dictionary. Instead, the
Council recommends true cockneys to use either
Pinta Bitter or Pick Up Some Litter when they
take a dump.
Members of the cockney diaspora who have
moved from the East End to leafier suburbs and
are more likely to refer to the smallest room in
the house as The Loo, should use the expression
Winnie the Poo or The Looby.
A council spokesman said: “We want to distance ourselves from the disgraced singer who
has almost disappeared from public memory, and good riddance to him. Initially, we were
looking for a rhyme with “lavatory” but failed. ‘Jackanory’ is close, but already in use.”
The dictionary continues to include some singers from yesteryear, notably Vera Lynn, for
gin, and Ruby Murray, for curry. Former Woolworth's shopgirl, and a cockney from
Barking, Vera Lynn now aged 104 said: “Gor Blimey! Being in a book alongside Gary
Glitter gives me the collywobbles. I am chuffed he's out of it. I always thought he was a
nonce with a dodgy syrup.”
A spokesman for Ruby Murray said: “No comment from her. She's been brown bread for
donkeys.”
The annual Cockney Council meeting was held in a rub a dub dub in a room up the apples
and pears in the Whitechapel frog and toad. Gary Glitter's fanbase was pre-pubescent
girls, and his hits included Do You Wanna Touch Me There, which some said was a scooby
as to his true intentions.

Oh My God!
There are now nine times as many people attending Slimming World sessions in church
halls throughout Britain as there are Christians attending the churches which adjoin
them, research has shown.
A spokesman for Slimming World said: "These God-botherers attend church to prepare to
meet their Maker. Slimmers attend our meetings in order to avoid meeting their Maker
prematurely by getting fit and losing weight. I'll leave you to decide which is the more
sensible."
An Anglican Church official retorted: "To suggest that our congregations are unfit and fat
is a lie. When they attend our services, particularly Communion, we only give them a small
sip of red wine, and an inch square wafer, known as The Host. That hardly contributes to
weight gain, so if church goers are a little portly, that's nothing to do with us."
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Oh My Word!
I've been a fan of writer George Orwell for years. Some of the expressions he coined for
the 1948 book 1984 have become common parlance, like Big Brother and Room 101. I
don't even have to explain them. Big Brother is an intrusive watcher, now better known as
Alexa or Siri. Room 101 is where your worst nightmares become reality.
And although clocks don't strike 13 as the book suggests, there is one barmy idea that I
would never have believed would become reality, which is the Anti-Sex League. Yet I heard
on the radio only the other day that f***ing is to be banned in Britain. Apparently this is
due to fears of earthquakes, of all things.
I realise that people write, and talk about, the earth moving during orgasms, I had no idea
this was a factual description. And I was equally surprised to hear the BBC using an
impolite Anglo-Saxon expression for lovemaking.
The centre of this new Anti-Sex League is apparently Lancashire, where there have been
demonstrations by folk worried about their houses falling down.
The Government has taken their fears to heart, and regards this as more important than a
missing generation of naturally conceived babies, with only the test tube variety to replace
them. I couldn't disagree more.
(Editor's note: You misheard the news report. It is fracking that is banned.)

Oh My, Oh My!
Prince Harry has revealed the actual reason why he quit as a senior Royal. Although
Princess Diana is his mother, his father is not Prince Charles. Instead, he is the son of
James Hewitt, with whom his mother was having an affair when he was conceived.
Prince Harry made the bombshell discovery prior to his fairy tale wedding to American
actress Meghan Markle and, according to insiders, was devastated when he discovered his
true heredity. It is common practice at upmarket American weddings that both bride and
groom have both DNA and blood tests before the nuptials. Prince Charles' DNA is a matter
of limited public knowledge, and despite his military service, Harry had never had a DNA
test.
“He felt like a complete fraud as sixth in line to the throne, and believed he was living a
lie,” said one confidante, sworn to secrecy. “He loved and lost his mother, and feels no
resentment that she sought comfort outside her loveless marriage,” said our source. “But
the line of ascendancy to the throne runs through the Windsors which was fine when he
believed the man he called Papa was his actual Dad.”
Princess Diana was an Althorpe, more distant from the royal lineage, but posh enough to
wed a Prince.
“When he was given the details of his DNA, he compared them with Prince Charles, and
they proved no match at all. Through his service connections he was able to obtain James
Hewitt's DNA details, and found a complete match.”
Apparently, ginger-haired Prince Harry had long suspected that Charles was unlikely to be
his birth father, since he has inherited few of his notable characteristics, include sticking
out ears and talking to plants.
James Hewitt is notably well endowed in the tackle region, as is the fortunate Prince
Harry, and there has been no known ginger hair or beards in the whole
Mountbatten/Windsor line.
“Retiring from the senior Royals, and disappearing into the Commonwealth backwoods is
an honourable move, and one likely to improve his mental conflicts over his paternity,”
said the friend.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 46 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Phil Spector prosecution witness Dorothy Melvin said she had worked as Joan Rivers’ manager for 23
years. She met Spector about 1990 and a romantic relationship developed. Meeting him on 2.7.93 began
pleasantly with Spector showing her memorabilia including John Lennon’s guitar. Melvin said Spector drank
much vodka and disappeared for an hour which he often did, and she fell asleep on his couch. When she woke
later she went outside and Spector was pointing a gun at her new green Mercedes. She said he angrily claimed
that he couldn’t find her and pointed the gun at her ordering her to get back into the house. Pointing at her right
temple she said Spector holding a snub nose revolver hit her twice with the back of his hand holding the gun. He
accused her of stealing things and pointed a shot gun at her as she drove out. Source: Peter Y. Hong, Los
Angeles Times, 22.4.2007
2.
1976 was a big year for Elvis revivals with RCA releasing The Sun Sessions and The Legendary
Performers that contained a booklet with session sheets, news clippings and magazine covers. The bootlegs
told the real story with early session outtakes, movie sound tracks and the original TV soundtracks to the
Tommy & Jimmy Dorsey shows in January 1956, the ones they refer to on the first album’s liner notes. Note the
horn break in the middle of Heartbreak Hotel which should have been Scotty’s guitar break. The author writes
this on the day Elvis died watching the TV coverage. David Brinkley kept a professional distance saying “like it
or not…”, he changed our lives. Geraldo Rivera hosted a show with a lot of film clips and Rona Barrett talked
about personal proximity to Elvis. NBC ran heavy on Ed Sullivan so that millions could see the rubber legs.
Source: Art Fein, Rock Around The World, Sept. 1977
3.
3.5 tabloid pages reviewing Elvis books published in the ‘70s with the majority between ’77 and August
‘80 when 40 books were published. Two books have gone “platinum” Jerry Hopkins “Elvis, a Biography” with
sales of more than 2m, and “Elvis, What Happened” by Steve Dunleavy which has sold more than 3m. Other
reviews include: “Elvis, Lonely Star At The Top”, “Presley, Entertainer of the Century”, “Elvis”, “The Boy Who
Dared to Rock, The Definitive Elvis”, “The Illustrated Elvis”, “The Elvis Presley Scrapbook”, “Starring Elvis”, “The
Films and Careers of Elvis Presley”, “Elvis in Hollywood”, “Even Elvis”, “Elvis Presley King Of Kings”, Elvis
Presley Speaks”, “Elvis The Other Side (Spiritual World Messages from Edie”, “Elvis ’56 In The Beginning”,
“Elvis Presley Photo Book Poster Book, Vol, 1”, “Candidly Elvis”, “Elvis In Concert”, “A Presley Speaks” Source:
Salley Rayl, Calendar 10.8.1980
4.
Exhibit A Circle a company owned by Joel Weinshanker leased the Westgate hotel to hold an exhibition
of Elvis Presley’s exhibits. The show was called “Gracelands Presents Elvis: The Exhibition-The Show-The
Experience.” It closed within a year because Weinshanker was threatening to default on the lease which was
signed in late 2014 for 28000 square feet of exhibit space. Exhibit A Circle was sued by the Westgate who won
more than $2.2m. The Westgate retained possession of the artefacts, and another lawsuit was then filed in 2016
by Elvis Presley Enterprises over the ownership of the 350 artefacts which includes: Elvis’ 1957 Harley
Davidson motorbike; a 1962 Lincoln Continental; jewellery; Elvis’ first gold album; high school year books and
the first outfit worn on stage for Elvis’ first concert held at the Hilton hotel in 1969. Elvis stayed at the Westgate
hotel in Las Vegas for more than 10 years. Source: David Ferrara, Las Vegas Review-Journal 8-9 July 2017
5.
A book review “Queen Of Bebop: The musical Lives of Sarah Vaughan” by Elaine M. Haynes (Ecco,
$27.99). Sarah was a Newark choirgirl and won the Apollo’s famed Amateur Night. Touring with Dizzy Gillespie,
Charlie Parker and Billy Eckstine. Appearing at New York’s Town Hall in 1947, the show drew critical acclaim
and put Sarah in the spotlight. Sarah had initially begun as a pianist but was unable to play as quickly as she
could sing. Born in 1924 Sarah and her parents travelled north from Virginia to Newark, however Newark had a
history of racial segregation and oppression. All the musicians she travelled with faced racial violence, and she
faced gender-based violence from her colleagues. Sarah signed with Columbia Records with Mitch Miller
nominated as producer. Miller was committed to commercialism which Sarah managed to avoid including also
the “anti commercialism of jazz purists”. Source: Farah Jasmine Griffin, Las Vegas Review Journal, 13.8.2017
6.
Richard Nadar and Madison Square Garden Productions will present the fourth and largest Revival in
the main arena of Madison Square Gardens on Friday October 30th at 7.30.pm. The bill includes Chuck Berry,
Jackie Wilson, Little Anthony & The Imperials, the Five Satins, the Imperials, the Drifters, the Skyliners, the
Coasters, the Shirelles, Hank Ballard & The Midnighters, the Belmonts, and Joey Dee & his All Star Band. The
four hour show will feature over thirty million selling hits performed by the original artists. Scott Muni will be the
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Master of Ceremonies. The three previous 1950s Rock & Roll Revival concerts shows were all sell outs. Tickets
are priced at $5, $6, and $7. Source: Cash Box, 17.10.1970
7.
Bill Miller was responsible for Al Viola playing and touring with Frank Sinatra for about 25 years. Bill was
Sinatra’s long-time pianist, Al a virtuoso guitarist. He played in Europe, the Middle East and in Europe also doing
many movie soundtracks, including on the mandolin for “The Godfather” movie. Born 16.6.1919 in Brooklyn,
N.Y. Al grew up in a musical family. His brother who played mandolin taught Al a few chords on guitar then Al
played in the streets of Brooklyn with a neighbour who played violin. His first job was earned by playing in front
of a Chinese restaurant and he brought home $22 weekly in the depression years. Played in the Army Band and
formed the Page Cavanaugh Trio. While playing in the Trocadero in L.A. Sinatra spotted them, and had the
band open up for him at the Waldorf-Astoria. Al jobbed with Harry James, Ray Anthony and Nelson Riddle. Al,
who died in 2008 aged 88, appeared on more than 500 albums. Source: David Witter, La Voce, July 2017
8.
Seamus McGarvey was the lens man for “Nowhere Boy” initially set in 1955 Liverpool and directed by
Sam Taylor-Wood. The movie opens with John Lennon (Aaron Johnson) living with his Uncle George and Aunt
Mimi and owning his first musical instrument - a harmonica. When re-united with his mother Julia, she
introduces him to the music of blues and Rock'n'Roll and teaches him to play the banjo. Mimi buys him a guitar
but takes it back when his grades diminish. Yoko Ono lets the film makers use Lennon’s recording of “Mother”
over the end credits, and McCartney gave permission to use “In Spite of all the Danger” which he wrote with
George Harrison. The film includes the Quarry High Bank and Hamburg years. Source: Betsey Sharkey, L.A.
Times, 8.10.2010
9.
Musician and singer Dennis Edwards was born in Birmingham, Alabama, and replaced founding
Temptations member David Ruffin in 1968. He was a member on and off the Motown label for about two
decades recording “Ball Of Confusion”, “Cloud Nine” and “Papa Was A Rolling Stone”. The Temptations,
including Dennis, were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame in 1989, but in the 1990s he was sued by
Otis Williams the band’s only lone original member for trademark infringements, after he had used variations of
the band’s name including “The New Temptations”. A judge allowed Dennis to use “The Temptations Review
featuring Dennis Edwards” and performed under that name for nearly two decades. Otis Williams said “At this
moment and always, we acknowledge his extraordinary contribution to the Temptations legacy, which lives on in
the music”. Dennis died1.2.18 in Chicago. Source: Jeff Caroub, Las Vegas Review-Journal 4.2.2018
10.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, Judge Jacqueline Nguyen, awarded $5.3 million to Marvin Gaye’s
family who said Robin Thicke and Pharrell Williams’ 2013 hit “Blurred Lines” is illegally copied from Marvin’s
“Got to Give it Up”. The trial ended in March 2015 with Gaye’s family awarded more than $7m but later reduced.
They also received 50% interest in ongoing royalties from the song. Two judges rejected the defence’s request
to overturn a jury verdict or order a new trial, saying that Marvin’s copyright on the song is entitled to broad
protection. The jury based their decision on the sheet music and not the recordings. Nguyen said the songs
resembled each other only in style, not substance and the decision was detrimental to the future of artists and
creativity. “The majority allows the Gayes to accomplish what no one has before: copyright a musical style” The
defence said they stood by the fact these are different songs. Source: Andrew Dalton, Ass Press, 22.3.2018
11.
Motown songwriter Sylvia Moy born 15.9.38 died April 2017 at a hospital in Dearborn, Michigan. She
landed a job as a singer at the Caucus Club in Detroit, where she was spotted by Marvin Gaye and Mickey
Stevenson, and introduced to Motown. The label convinced her to postpone her singing for song writing and she
wrote many hits for Stevie Wonder such as: “Uptight”, “My Cherie Amour”, “I Was Made To Love Her” and
“Never had A Dream Come True”. Sylvia was inducted into the Songwriters Hall Of Fame in 2006. Other songs
she wrote included: “This Old Heart Of Mine” for the Isleys and “It Takes Two” for Marvin Gaye & Kim Weston.
Sylvia also wrote theme songs for TV shows. Source: Steve Marble, Los Angeles Times, 20.4.2017
12.
Bob Bogle and Don Wilson first met in Seattle in 1958, and whilst doing masonry work in 1959 formed
The Ventures. The band consisted of Bob, lead gtr, Don,rhythm gtr, Nokie Edwards, bass, Skip Moore, dms.
Their 1960 “Walk Don’t Run” got to no. 2 in the Billboard singles chart, and recorded a new version in 1964
“Walk Don’t Run 1964” which entered the Top 10, this time with Bob on bass and Don on rhythm gtr. Their only
other Top 10 hit was their “Hawaii Five-O Theme” in 1969 which peaked at no. 4. They recorded a number of
guitar instructional albums, each hit the Top 100 charts. In Japan they sold 50 million records and had 20 no.
one hits. Bob died in June 2009 aged 75. Source: Dennis McLellan, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 17.9.2009
13.
An infected hip joint operation was the demise of Ventures lead guitarist Nokie Edwards on 12.3.18 aged
82 at a hospital in Yuma, Arizona, He was born Nole Floyd 9.5.35 in Lahoma, Okla., one of 12 children of Elbert
and Nannie Edwards, migrant fruit pickers who travelled by horse drawn wagon to Puyallup, Wash., about 35
miles north of Seattle. At 5 years old Nokie could play various string instruments and became an accomplished
country player catching the ear of Buck Owens who had moved to Washington from Bakersfield. In 1958 met
with Bob Bogle and Don Wilson and in 1959 the Ventures were formed. Nokie played Fender Telecaster but
switched to a Mosrite and created his own brand – the Hitch Hiker. He became an actor in the Western TV
series “Deadwood” and was a Grammy nominee for his part on the 2004 album “20 Century Gospel” with the
Light Crust Dough Boys, and again for “Southern Meets Soul”. Source: Randy Lewis, LA Times, 22.3.2018
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Hylda Sims
To commemorate Hylda’s passing, we reproduce her interview from issue 95.
Where were you born Hylda?
My whole life has, I suppose, been a bit different from most people. My parents were both married
to somebody else; my father was from Wolverhampton and my mother from Sheffield and they ran
off together and had me. I was born in Manchester but that was just where they happened to be
passing through at the time.
My dad was a peripatetic market salesman who went from market to market. He was a grafter and
a crocus; a grafter is a market tradesman and a crocus is a market trader who sold herbal
remedies, patent medicines. He invented a sort of herbal medicine called Life Ovals and he also
sold something more common then called the Snifter, a kind of smelling salts in a little bottle. So
when I was a kid if I ever had a cold or wasn’t feeling too well I got the Life Ovals and the Snifter
treatment which seems to have stood me in good stead. They travelled round the country and my
dad built a caravan for us to live in so when I was a little kid we travelled round the country in a
caravan for a long time until the Second World War came and they couldn’t really do that
anymore.
My mother, who’d always been not exactly a closet bourgeoisie, she was a good businesswoman
where my dad was a bit of a romantic so I think she was quite relieved to settle us in Norwich and
start a fish company. When the war started, they were in the caravan on the coast at Lowestoft,
on the Denes, and they couldn’t stay as all of that coast was mined so they moved into Norwich.
At that time there was a problem getting nutritious food to people so she started this fish cake
business, Norwich Food Products, which made fish cakes that they supplied to hospitals. Growing
from that she had three or four Fish & Chip shops in Norwich, one in Tuckswood which they
actually built which sold fresh fish as well as fish and chips. They did quite well and eventually we
had quite a nice house on the broads and lived a sort of middle-class life. They eventually moved
out of Norwich to London and retired but they were getting on by that time.
To run off, have an illegitimate child and travel the country was fairly unusual in those days. They
were quite radical people, and my dad was a lifelong member of the Communist party. When I
started going to school while we were travelling around, I’d be going to a different school every
week. My parents read a book by A S Neill and they said I must go to a school where they don’t
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ever say no, so they sent me to Summerhill School which is still going
today. The school is democratically run; all the children have a vote,
and you don’t have to go to lessons unless you want to. At that time,
because of the war, it was in North Wales until it came back to Leiston
in Suffolk where it is now. That’s what made me an alternative person
all my life.
Which came first, the music or the poetry?
The music. When I was at school at Summerhill, we had a music
teacher who was actually an Austrian concert pianist who’d come to
England to escape Hitler as she was Jewish. She was quite an old
woman already but she gave us music lessons, taught me a bit of
piano and we used to have singing lessons a couple of times a week
which we’d all go to. She had this big book of international folk music
so we sang all these songs together and harmonised and so on, and
that really started off my interest in the whole thing. We just loved
singing. Another person who taught at Summerhill for a short while was Ivor Cutler so I kind of
knew him (he was quite keen on me for a bit but that didn’t work out) and he bought me my first
guitar and taught me the first chords I ever learnt on it, and it went on from there.
I got involved with the burgeoning folk scene of that time, in the late forties to the early fifties. I
was a young teenager by then but was still living in London and there was this group, it was really
all left-wing stuff, called the London Youth Choir run by a guy called John Hasted who was quite a
significant force in the folk field. He played the guitar, wrote music, and was a very kind of upperclass bloke and a scientist. He started this London Youth Choir which I joined and we used to go
around and do gigs, left-wing occasions of one kind or another. We were connected to people like
Ewan MacColl and Bert Lloyd and I started learning and picking up folk songs. I was quite quick to
remember songs in those days so fairly soon I had a repertoire of songs and used to sing them
around, here and there, in the streets sometimes.
The Princess Louise in Holborn became a folk venue - was that later?
That was a bit later. In fact my skiffle band, the City Ramblers, was the first to put on music at the
Princess Louise. It must have been at the end of 1955 or early ’56, something like that. By that
time we’d started the City Ramblers skiffle group. Russell Quaye and I had moved from this rather
primitive place in Waterloo, 50 Pearman Street, where John Pilgrim also lived, to a rather posher
place in Kensington, a big studio which was rather nice. We decided to have a skiffle club there in
the studio and started Studio Skiffle. The landlord, who lived in a big posh house only 30 or 40
yards away from the studio, was not impressed. He said “You can’t do that here” so we looked
around for somewhere else, found the Princess Louise and we used to have a weekly thing there.
The City Ramblers, Nancy Whiskey performed there and took it on when we left to go travelling,
Bert Lloyd performed there, so it was a mixture of folk and skiffle and all sorts.
How did folk evolve into skiffle for you?
We had the London Youth Choir and several people involved in that, particularly John Hasted
himself, started one of the first skiffle groups. They had a club at 44 Gerrard Street, a little before
the Skiffle Cellar which started on the 13 th April 1957. The Ramblers were travelling in Germany
and we came back to find that Lonnie Donegan was in the hit parade and skiffle was the flavour of
the moment so we kind of got our act together and went touring with the variety theatre shows.
But going back to how skiffle started. It came out of jazz, from little groups inside jazz bands that
had got interested in playing the blues and other material that came off the vinyl that was coming
from the States with various black American blues artists. There was the folk stuff going on but
we’d go to the 100 Club to have a bop, and we’d go to Cy Laurie’s. Russell played the four-string
guitar, the cuatro, and did mostly funny songs and musical songs and when we met up and the
skiffle thing started going there was Pilgrim, me and him in Pearman Street so we thought let’s
start a skiffle group. We acquired our first tub bass player, an architectural student named
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Lapthorne, and went and played outside Waterloo Station. We played under the arches in Villiers
Street which was great as you got good acoustics and people would come to watch us there.
We got sort of talent spotted by a German agent, a bit mad, called Klaus Bernbruck who offered
us a tour to Germany and Denmark. We made enough money at the Princess Louise to buy an
old ambulance and go off to play his gigs and, when we didn’t have a gig, we’d play in the streets.
He turned out to be quite a strange person; he was an alcoholic basically and he used to get very,
very pissed and his gigs were not very reliable. We went right across Germany and this was
before the wall so we could go right across into East Berlin which we did. We played there at a
youth club and at a club that didn’t fold until recently, the Eierschale, the Eggshell, a famous
German jazz club on the west side of the wall. There are still a few skiffle fans in Germany who
keep in touch with me and fairly recently one of them sent me some tapes that the owner of the
Eierschale made of the Ramblers performing there.
We went up to Denmark and got sort of marooned in Aarhus, right at the tip, with another mad
agent who promised us all sorts of gigs that didn’t materialise. Jack Elliott had been with us but
he’d already gone back. Fortunately in Denmark at that time they had quite a well-organised
musicians union and the guy that had promised us the gigs, not only did many of them not
materialise, he didn’t pay us for the ones we did so we were stuck up there in a hotel with no
money. The jazz union organised a recording for us in Copenhagen with a well-known and wellrespected Danish clarinet player so we made our first record there for Storyville. That gave us the
money to get out of there and come home.
There were a series of international youth festivals every two years organised by the left and I’d
been to one in Bucharest, Romania and one in Warsaw, Poland. There was one in Moscow,
shortly after Khrushchev’s revelations about Stalin so I think the Russians were quite anxious to
open up a bit and show people they were not so monstrous after all and they held this festival in
Moscow in the summer of 1957. We were invited to go on the cultural delegation; we didn’t get
paid but we got a free trip and all the accommodation and the rest of it. When we got there the
Russians themselves were making films so they filmed us but we’d forgotten all about that and
never saw the results of the filming. Two or three years ago this young Russian saxophonist got in
touch with me. He’d been watching late night Moscow television and he’d seen this film called in
Russian "Девушка с гитарой" which means “Girl with a Guitar” (which isn’t me but another girl in
the film) and there were the Ramblers in the middle of all these other international groups. He was
so amazed that that kind of music was going on in Russia at that time that he persevered on the
net and found my email address, put the clip on YouTube and got in touch. I must say it’s a very
well shot bit of film; for that time it’s good quality film. Another Russian guy contacted me and put
us in “InRock”, their magazine, and has sent me a DVD of the whole film.
You said that when you came back from your first trip, you found skiffle had taken off?
That’s when we discovered that skiffle had broken into the hit parade and we nearly missed the
boat. We’d had no idea what was going on in Britain while we were away. Then we sort of missed
the boat again as all the record companies and various commercial aspects of showbiz were
looking for groups they could exploit. We were offered record contracts by Tempo, a small scale
serious jazz label, as well as by Decca which was much more commercial but we were very purist
at the time so thought we should go with Tempo as they were a “proper jazz label”… a big
mistake. Then we did this tour for Delfont starting in the autumn of ‘56, going round the country
playing in these variety shows (which was quite funny) with a singer called Suzi Miller, a black
American rock singer L’il Abner and Dickie Dawson who was a comic at the time and married
Diana Dors eventually. I think Andy Stewart was also on the bill. Brighton was alright and Glasgow
was okay but places like Bradford I don’t quite remember so we went all over the place. We used
to have to do “The Banana Boat Song” as our last number which was a hit at the time. We’d also
have to sometimes do it with the pit band so getting any kind of cohesion between the two was
quite a problem.
Did you meet any of the black American blues guys that were touring at the time like Big Bill
Broonzy?
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I never actually met Big Bill Broonzy but Russell, being a painter, painted him so I think he
probably met him. Muddy Waters I saw on his first show at the Islington Town Hall. We were
rather puritanical in those days and, in general, at that time there were factions and fractions in the
popular music business. There was folk, there was skiffle, there was trad jazz, there was be-bop
coming up and all of them slagged each other off although secretly I think we all quite liked
Rock'n'Roll. I remember being shocked at how loud Muddy Waters was because he had all his
amplification on and that was new to us. We never had any of that so we thought he’d joined the
opposition.
You mentioned Ramblin’ Jack Elliott earlier?
We got pretty friendly with Ramblin’ Jack while Russell and I were still living at the studio so it
must have been the end of ’55 when Jack was first over. He stayed with us for a while and then,
when we went on our tour, he came with us with his then-wife June and he was with us for most of
the tour. I saw him more recently when Diz Disley was still alive and Jack was over for a gig at the
Borderline. We had a dinner party for him because Diz and I were quite good friends of his and we
had a nice evening together; Wizz Jones came along too. Jack’s first wife June was a sort of
Hollywood starlet and I think she’d given it all up to be with Jack. Jack is a very good player, a
very good musician, a good singer and a great entertainer. He’d been on the road with Woody
Guthrie and did a lot of his songs but he’s actually a much better musician than Guthrie ever was.
But June… what can I say about June? She was a pain in the arse basically. We used to go to
hear him in a room above the seminal pub the Roundhouse (now called the O Bar) and it was a
‘must’ every week. Cyril Davies and Alexis Korner started the club as the Barrelhouse Blues Club
having originally been the Skiffle Club; I think it was the first one. Jack used to play there regularly
and June used to be in the audience… “Jack, play that!”, “Jack, play that!”, “Jack, don’t play that!”
She was always interfering, looking after him and bullying him. Jack was meek and mild and went
along with it.
He was a good guy, Jack, but he was mad about boats for one
thing; before they came to Germany with us they went on a boat
trip. He was mad about sailing boats and sailing and when we were
in Germany, he insisted we went to see a ship. There were two
famous German four-rigged schooners, the Passat and the Pamir.
The VW Passat is named after that ship but the Pamir was wrecked
and sank. Jack was so desperate to see this wonderful ship,
because you could go on a tour round it, that we had to divert the van and drive all the way to
Travemünde where it is moored. Jack’s other quirk on the trip was that he used to like to drive and
change gear without using the clutch so we drove all the way there with Jack doing this strange
kind of manoeuvre in this clapped-out old van. He’s had lots of wives since and now he hasn’t got
one at all but he has a nice daughter who goes to look after him. I met her when she came to
dinner when he was doing a little tour here. He’s still working; he was going to do another gig here
after the Borderline but it was cancelled because of illness and that was a year or two ago, but
he’s still carrying on.
Another ridiculous thing about this trip to Germany was that the van, which had been bought
second-hand, got more and more clapped out. Once, early in the morning, we were driving
through a quiet, remote part of Denmark and this van had double
wheels on the back. It was about six in the morning and we were going
quite slowly on bendy roads when suddenly we saw one of these
wheels overtake us. So there we were, in the middle of nowhere, with a
wheel refusing to be part of the vehicle. We’d just passed a funny little
village so we hiked back there where we found a man who had a little
workshop and his special skill, amazingly, was fixing axles. He fixed it
and off we went again.
Another time, when we were in Aarhus which is by the sea, some of the
guys in the band were really keen on fishing so they decided to take off
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in the early hours of the morning to go fishing. They hadn’t realised that the tub bass was on a
rack on top of the van and they went under a low bridge and completely smashed up the tub bass.
They got back and we had a gig that night but we had no tub bass so we trogged around Aarhus
and found this factory that made wooden cases for cheese. The cases were much smaller than
we would need for a tub bass but the guy was really helpful and made us a new tub bass, like a
great big cheese box, which we used ever after.
The Danes were really nice to us, what with one thing and another. The record we recorded there
with Henrik Johansen the clarinet player has been re-issued by Storyville as part of a series of
jazz classics and it was released a few years ago.
You’re back in the UK, you’ve had your theatre tour, the Skiffle Cellar opens and that becomes
your regular venue?
We gigged there about three times a week; everybody and
their mother who was associated with the skiffle scene
played there one way or another and quite a number of
folkies as well. Steve Benbow was a regular, Sonny Terry
played there, Brownie McGhee, Jack Elliott of course, Peggy
Seeger, and Alan Lomax showed his face at one point. It
was open six nights a week (I don’t think it was seven) at 49
Greek Street and it’s currently a nightclub. We opened in
1957 and probably closed in 1959. After we closed it became
Les Cousins which was a folk venue so it’s probably better
known for that but they were both at the same place. When
the Skiffle Cellar closed the Ramblers also broke up. Jimmie
MacGregor and Shirley Bland got involved in a group with
Leon Rosselson called The Galliards who did quite well.
Then Jimmie and Robin Hall, another Scottish folk singer,
got together and had a little spot on Cliff Michelmore’s nightly
TV programme ‘Tonight’. Skiffle was more or less dead by
then but the folk scene was branching out and folk/rock got
going in the sixties with Fairport Convention and so on.
When the Ramblers broke up I got a gig at a place called the Elizabethan Room which was a
restaurant in South Kensington. It served Elizabethan food in an Elizabethan style and everybody
dressed up in Elizabethan clothing and they needed Elizabethan minstrels so I became one of
those… not that I knew many genuine Elizabethan songs but I knew a great many folk songs. I
worked there pretty well continuously for twenty years on and off but doing lots of other things in
the meanwhile; teaching, doing the odd folk club, going to university. Working there really kept the
family afloat and it was good fun as well. Quite a lot of American tourists would go there and you’d
get them all singing, exchanging repartee with them. They had mead, and claret, and syllabub,
boar’s head and all that kind of stuff. I missed out on this when I was in Hull at university but
apparently one night the Rolling Stones were there for the launch of one of their singles. They
booked one of the rooms and dined there, got appallingly pissed and threw their food around.
I also did several trips for them which was nice. We went to Milan to do Elizabethan feasts for a
week or two and to Caen where there was a folk festival. Martin Carthy and Dave Swarbrick were
there as well and that must have been about ’61 or ’62 and I don’t think they’d known each other
before then. Martin was a minstrel at the Elizabethan Room for a while, lots of folkie people
who’ve since done quite well worked there occasionally. Before then, Dave and I had been a bit of
an item and, even though we’d split up, we were still quite good friends so I think I introduced
them and they started playing jigs and reels together and they never looked back.
After we’d done the Elizabethan gig in Caen which was downstairs in the hotel where we were
staying, the hotel said we could stay for the rest of the week if we wanted. Dave, Martin and I said
we’d like that and stayed, met people and played here and there and then we had to get back. I’d
actually driven there with the guy that owned the Elizabethan Room so we got this tiny plane from
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a little field which took us to somewhere on the English coast; nowhere useful like London but
somewhere like Hastings or Lydd. We’d strolled up to the booking place to ask for three tickets to
Britain but they only had two left but said that one of us could sit up in the cockpit with the pilot. Of
course, it was Dave Swarbrick who was young and pretty in those days and always fell into the
best things. Martin and I sat in the main body of the plane which was really a rather cronky little
plane while Dave sat up with the pilot and got to see how everything worked.
Later on we did a tour in Canada and to New York for the Elizabethan Room and that was
arranged by the British Travel Association for the 400 th anniversary of Shakespeare’s birth so
would have been 1964. We toured right across Canada doing our feasts along with radio
broadcasts. When we were in New York it was the same time as the Beatles made their very first
visit there and the feast we did there was at the same hotel that the Beatles were staying in. I
remember turning up with my guitar for our gig and the whole place was ringed with American
youth, fans of the Beatles, wondering what connection I had with them.
How did the song-writing and poetry come about?
I’ve always written songs and I feel quite
sad that some of my songs have hardly
ever been heard. I’ve got more seriously
into it over the last few years and there are
several of my own songs we do with the
City Ramblers Revival. What made me get
into it? I suppose I’ve always written a bit
and I thought I must get down to doing it
more seriously and I signed on for a play
writing course at Morley and did that for a
while.
The guy who ran the course had had one
success years ago at the Windmill Theatre
back in the days when it did striptease. All
sorts of people used to turn up and each week someone’s play would be read and lots of them
would be frightfully rude about each other’s plays which rather astonished me. After that I got into
the writing thing a lot more and did a couple of Arvon courses, which is where you go and spend a
week in one of their centres, and the first I did was a poetry writing one. One of the tutors was
Simon Armitage (who is all over the place on TV and radio) and the other was Jackie Kay, a black
girl who’d just written a successful book of poems about her adopted childhood. That was the first
time I really got into poetry although I’d been scribbling verse for ages before that.
That was up in Hebden Bridge where Sylvia Plath is buried so it’s quite a well-known poetry place.
While I was up there, on the last night there was a party (as there always is) and everybody got a
bit pissed and Simon Armitage told this extraordinary story about when his first book came out.
He’d sent it up to some newspaper reviewer who’d written a review that wasn’t very flattering and
was quite critical of the book but ended up by saying “But anyway, his heart’s in the right place”.
We were sort of fans of him, he’d been teaching us all week and we regarded him (still do) as a
good poet. Simon was so incensed by this review that he went off to a local shop, bought a pig’s
heart, put it in an envelope and sent it off to this reviewer to open at his breakfast table. We were
all deeply shocked that he would do such a thing. The next morning, we asked Jackie Kay if he
had really done that and she said he had as she’d tackled him about it and he really did it.
However, it hasn’t stopped him going on to fame and glory so perhaps that’s what you have to do,
send out pig’s hearts.
After that I got into it and we started a poetry and music event at the Crown & Greyhound, a pub in
Dulwich Village, and then I did a poetry course at Goldsmith’s where I met Mimi Khalvati who is
quite a well-known poet. She started a thing called the Poetry School and she wanted somebody
to run a poetry and jazz event and asked me so I said I would. I co-ran that, the Poetry Café, for
about seven years and when that folded I started up my own Fourth Friday event.
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In the course of doing all that I’ve written three novels and through John Rety, who ran a small
poetry publishing business called The Hearing Eye, I’ve had two collections published but most of
the time I just stand up and introduce other poets and musicians. We’ve had some very good
people playing and reading down there.
I also did a course on teaching English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and lived in Spain for a year
teaching English and when I came back I started my own English language teaching school for a
bit. We had a lot of students from Air France and I ran this intensive course called ’At Home’,
mostly business people took it, and they lived in a place with us or nearby so they had total
immersion. Air France eventually opened their own school so we lost most of our business.
I then got a job teaching in the Individual Tuition Centre in Peckham which was part of a facility
that the Inner London Education Authority had laid on which were centres for kids that had either
been thrown out of school, or wouldn’t go to school, or were sick, or pregnant. You had a one-toone relationship with the kids who got so many hours tuition a week and you could take them to
the centre so I got really interested in Peckham as a result of that and those kids and various
other aspects of Peckham.
I started writing poems about it and then I wrote a whole novel about it.
Then I made the poems into a book of poems, which was a kind of
précis of the novel, called “Reaching Peckham” (published by Hearing
Eye) and we put it to music and made a CD as well, which we’ve
performed a few times on the fringe. When I eventually got the novel
together and had it published, which wasn’t until last year believe it or
not, I didn’t want to give it the same title so it’s called “Peckham In
Person”. In the book of poems I haven’t given away the ending of the
novel so you can still read it as a page-turner (I hope). Essentially it’s the
same subject, about the interaction between three Peckham characters a sort of me-ish person, an amalgam of the kids that came to the centre,
a ne’er do well gang-leader type of kid who couldn’t read and this
character who’s an old friend of mine, a social disaster but a very good
poet who lived in the same block of flats in Peckham as this gangstery
kid who would bully him. So it’s about the interaction between those three. That was the first novel
I wrote but has only just been published.
The first novel I had published, in 2000, was built around Summerhill School that I went to and
that’s called “Inspecting The Island”. “Waterloo Roses” (2013) was the last novel I wrote. Getting
novels published is a hell of a business so both of those novels are available as eBooks and
“Waterloo Roses” is also available on an Amazon off-shoot, CreateSpace, who do print on
demand. I wasn’t happy with staying with that for “Peckham In Person” so both that one and
“Waterloo Roses” are available through bookshops here. I’ve found that mostly you sell your
books at gigs and when you do a reading and with CreateSpace you have to buy the book at full
price to sell to somebody else. It now exists in the public sphere and it was last year I sorted all
that out.
“Waterloo Roses” is much more fictional than the others and is not connected to the story of my
life except that one of the characters in it is based on an old boyfriend of mine although the events
in it are totally fictional. It all started off when I was walking across Waterloo Bridge one day and a
guy came up the steps from the river and he was an absolute caricature of a rough sleeper,
dressed in plastic bags, with a great big long beard. He kind of swaggered up out of the depths,
swaggered across the bridge with everybody standing back two paces, they couldn’t believe it.
The whole idea came from that; who is this man and what’s his history? I’ve never seen him again
but in my mind I called him Stig of the Dump. So that’s the novels.
So how did the City Ramblers Revival come about?
It was all to do with you really; it was you that kicked that off by ringing John Pilgrim who rang me,
I rang Simon Prager and we did the gig at the Water Rats. That kicked it off and we’ve been doing
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it ever since, not all that frequently but from time to time. We gig at the Poetry Café, we do the
Camden Square festival every year, and we occasionally play at the Ivy House and other gigs that
crop up. Each of us has contacts and so gigs turn up. We’ve built our repertoire since the Water
Rats though.
Your main day job over the years has been teaching then?
Insofar as I’ve had one, yes, except for the Elizabethan Room; whenever I’ve got really skint I’ve
done some teaching, sometimes doing supply teaching in pretty dodgy London comprehensives
which can be quite difficult work. The only time I’ve really loved teaching was teaching at the
centre, those kids who were out of school. Teaching EFL was great fun which you mostly teach to
adults although you can do it with kids sometimes. Being in Spain doing that for a year was
brilliant. When the GLC went and ILEA went, the Individual Tuition Centres, which had been very
strong all around London, went to the Boroughs. One way or another I suppose they didn’t want to
finance them (I don’t quite know what the politics behind it was) so they trashed and destroyed
them basically. Our centre, and nearly all of them insofar as they survived, got turned into
something quite different and all the benefits we’d given to the kids, most of them were lost. Now
it’s not one-to-one, it’s small groups. When I was doing it you had your kids that you taught one-toone and you maybe had four or five altogether you taught at different times of the week but we’d
gradually get them into groups, give them things to do and they would improve. The centre was
just a great place with a pool table, table tennis, a big old kitchen where you could go and do
cooking with the kids and they were just transformed by that; not being pushed around at school,
not being told they were stupid and so on and so forth.
One of my kids Cain, whose family had been a fairground family, couldn’t read properly. A nice
enough boy but being in school he’d probably misbehaved because he couldn’t understand what
was going on. He really got into cooking and he said “Miss, we should have a café, this is what we
should have!” I asked him what we should call it and he said “Cain’s Café”. So every Wednesday
we would cook for everybody at the centre which would be twenty or thirty people, a mixture of
kids and staff. We charged the staff 30p and we wouldn’t charge the kids anything and it was
hugely successful. Other members of staff started doing it with their pupils and we soon had it
going three days a week.
We then decided to create a recipe book and put the recipes into the computer and thought we
should have a menu so in the art room the teacher would have the kids making menus. At the end
of the year, near Christmas, we actually had a
small profit, a few quid from charging 30p and
I asked Cain what should we do with the
money? He said “Give it to Crisis at
Christmas” so he jumped in my car, we drove
over to the warehouse where they were
sorting out the stuff for Crisis at Christmas
and gave them the money. I still feel like
crying, just the ways those kids’ lives were
transformed by a sensible way of teaching. I
still get former kids turning up and saying
they’d be in the nick if it wasn’t for the centre.
When it was all changed, wrecked and ruined,
I felt pretty angry about it and it’s one reason I
wrote the books about Peckham; somebody
needed to remember it.
Well Hylda, that seems a good place to finish.
Thank you very much for talking to us.
It’s been a pleasure.
Hylda Sims 1932 – 2020 R.I.P.
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Tracks Of My Year
As we enter a year in which the world has been granted perfect vision, I again carry out a review
of the purchases that I made during the previous one, i.e. 2019, selecting one track from each of
the albums that I enjoyed the most.
Where Flamingos Fly (from the Gil Evans album Out Of The Cool recorded in 1960).
Canadian composer, arranger and pianist, Gil Evans, was synonymous
with several of the best albums that were recorded by Miles Davis during
the late nineteen-fifties and early nineteen-sixties. It allowed him the
opportunity to make his own recordings, and this album has justifiably
been described as “his masterpiece under his own name”.
Where Flamingos Fly (not in zoos, obviously, where their wings are
clipped to prevent escape) conjures up a sunny day somewhere in Africa
and a group of flamingos, forsaking their one-legged pose, are flying
against the background of a clear blue sky. Trombonist Jimmy Knepper is responsible for the
lovely solo.
Right Off (from the Miles Davis album A Tribute To Jack Johnson recorded in 1970).
The music on the album was composed by Miles Davis as the
soundtrack to a documentary about the Black heavyweight boxer and
world champion, Jack Johnson, whose contempt for racists and love of
White women was emulated by the trumpeter. Right Off is one of two
tracks on the album, which is an exciting example of jazz-rock that owes
a great deal to the editing, splicing and studio trickery of the producer,
Teo Macero. Soul fans may recognise the name of Michael Henderson
on bass.
Blind Man, Blind Man (from the Herbie Hancock album My Point Of View recorded in 1963).
Pianist Herbie Hancock has enjoyed a long and successful career, and is
still touring today. Early on he was one of the ‘Young Turks’ who were
embraced by Miles Davis in his desire to remain at the forefront of
developments in jazz, and he appeared on the Jack Johnson album,
though on a Farfisa organ. The funky Blind Man, Blind Man is the son of
Watermelon Man (both composed by Herbie Hancock), and enjoys solos
from guitarist Grant Green and tenor saxophonist Hank Mobley that
maintain the hypnotic soul groove.
I’m Getting Sentimental Over You (from the Thelonious Monk album Mønk recorded in 1963)
The album, perversely starting with Bye-Ya, is a recently released radio
recording of a concert in Copenhagen by his regular quartet, and, unlike
some historical recordings retrieved for posterity, the sound quality is
excellent.
Latching onto the perfection that can be found
in perversity I have selected a solo piano piece
I’m Getting Sentimental Over You, which was a
hit for Tommy Dorsey in 1935.
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Close To You Alone (from the Art Pepper album One September Afternoon recorded in 1980)
Art Pepper’s alto sax is at its most gentle on this sensitive reading of a
pretty ballad, which was written by the bassist on the album, Cecil McBee.
Sadly, Art Pepper died two years later in 1982, but the second part of his
career from 1975 onwards, following drug addiction and spells in prison,
had been an artistic triumph. His personal life too had been rewarding, his
third wife Laurie being his rock and soulmate. She has continued to
promote his name and standing in jazz with a series of previously
unreleased live recordings that has now reached ten volumes usually
comprising two or more CDs.
Naima’s Love Song (from the George Cables album In Good Company recorded in 2015).
George Cables was Art Pepper’s favourite pianist and here he has chosen
a tune written by one of his favourite pianists, John Hicks. As is usual for
George Cables, he is respectful of the original but gives a reading that is
recognisably his own. The album is one of the standard piano trio format,
and, fortunately for his fans, appears to be his preferred set-up, judging by
the high proportion of albums that he has released under his own name in
this configuration.
Nancy With The Laughing Face (from the John Coltrane album Ballads recorded in 1962).
Tenor saxophonist John Coltrane was regarded as a revolutionary figure
in jazz, but here he is with his classic quartet showing a deft touch on an
album of ballads. The music for Nancy With The Laughing Face was
composed by Jimmy Van Heusen and lyrics written by Sgt Bilko in the
shape of Phil Silvers. It was written for Bessie Burke (the wife of Jimmy
Van Heusen’s regular lyricist, Johnny Burke), and was sung at a party for
her. When it was later sung at a party for Nancy Sinatra, the name was
changed accordingly, and the delighted Frank Sinatra made the first
recording of the song in 1944.
Bon Voyage (from the McCoy Tyner Trio album Bon Voyage recorded in 1987).
Pianist McCoy Tyner was a member of John Coltrane’s classic quartet, a
period which for many contained the best of Coltrane’s recorded work
and comprised the years 1960 to 1965. This album, recorded in Holland,
was by McCoy Tyner’s regular trio for most of the 1980s and 1990s with
Avery Sharpe on bass and Louis Hayes drums. The lush pounding
chords that dominate this tune invoke the image of a vessel well on its
way out to sea, sun shining and only the spray of the surf to dampen the
mood.
I Love Paris (from the Charlie Parker album Charlie Parker Plays Cole Porter recorded in 1954).
Verve record label owner, Norman Granz persuaded Charlie Parker to
record a ‘songbook’ album, but only two recording sessions were
completed before the ailing alto saxophonist died in March 1955. I Love
Paris was Cole Porter’s best composition for the unremarkable 1953
musical Can-Can. and its lyric “I love Paris in the the springtime” was
picked up for a newspaper advert. The song has been covered many
times by a wide range of artists including The Coasters and Screaming
Jay Hawkins.
Dave Carroll
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Another year and the Blues hasn’t got me yet! My wife talked me into going on a Christmas and
New Year cruise to the Canary Islands. We went on a ship with about 680 passengers, 440 crew
and about 250 Zimmer frames. We had been on a cruise up the Baltic visiting seven countries and
that was great and I can highly recommend it so we decided to go on another one for Christmas to
take the pressure off the kids worrying about us being alone and them having to do something
about it.
The Canaries themselves were interesting volcanic
islands with lots to see, which we did on trips inland but
the ship could only provide over 80s with poor ‘end of
the pier’ entertainment with a hardworking song and
dance team and orchestra who were not very good.
This was all in between gastronomic breakfasts,
lunches and dinners, afternoon tea and cakes and
even a fish and chip shop and to finish there were
sandwiches at 10.30pm for those who still felt a bit
peckish.
The crew were great, and nothing was too much trouble but there was no decent music for the
over 55s Rock and Roll generation. This has made me even more determined to have a very good
Rock'n'Roll/R&B band and treat my village friends to a party they won’t forget in a hurry for my
80th Birthday Bash in April.

s h e q s h e q s h e q

Who did I last See? The Cinelli Brothers are one of the hottest rising blues bands on the UK
blues scene. So said the blurb when I noticed they were to appear at my local Blues club so off I
went.
I arrived early enough for a pint but didn’t get one as the (seated) venue was a sell out and seats
were difficult to find. The band came on just before 8pm and gave us two sets of fine Blues
finishing around 10.30pm with only a 15-minute break. Their line up varied in presentation; firstly
guitar/vocals from Marco Cinelli, drums, Alessandro Cinelli, bass, Enso Strano and harmonica
from Tom Julian-Jones. The sound was Chicago harmonica Blues but after three tunes, the lineup changed and Marco took up the vacant electric piano and Tom, the guitar and vocals. I liked
this line up better because Tom, admitting he was a Fabulous Thunderbirds fan, played excellent
Chicago electric guitar. The band continued to change the instrumental sound by playing twin
guitars (a la Allman Brothers), harmonica and piano and towards the end of the show a stunning
slide guitar piece played by Marco alone. Their songs allowed for good drum and bass solos and
this rhythm section was extremely tight.
The volume, one of my perennial complaints, bands being far too loud, was excellent and you
could hear the words. Marco took centre stage and most of the vocals, but I thought Tom was the
better singer although that may have been because he chose material I liked. I enjoyed the
evening and look forward to hearing them again.
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Lists: I have a 1981 book by Dave March and Kevin Stein called ‘The Book of Rock Lists’ (Rolling
Stone Press) with literally 100s of lists. I thought I would pick ‘Pub Rockers’ for a rather nostalgic
trip for
’s readers
Most or all these bands could be seen at pubs in the London area around 40 years ago. (In
alphabetical order) I managed to see most of them.
Ace
Bees Make Honey
Brinsley Schwarz
Chilli Willi and the Red Hot Peppers
Dr. Feelgood
Ducks Deluxe
Eddie and the Hot Rods
Eggs Over Easy
Kilburn and the High Roads
Kokomo
The Kursaal Flyers
Roogalator
They categorised into Pub Rock but played a lot of R&B/Blues as well and prior to 1972 pubs with
music had been featuring a light form of Jazz.

s h e q s h e q s h e q
2019 was a year in which I didn’t buy many albums but here below are my five most played CDs
from 2019:
‘Hike Up Your Socks’ by Liz Kennedy
‘Listen Here’ by Andy Fairweather-Lowe
‘Tall, Dark and Handsome’ by Delbert McClinton and the Self-Made Men
‘Oklahoma’ by Keb’ Mo’
‘All the Best’ by Chris Jagger
But my favourite buy of the year was ‘The Royal Albert Hall Concert 15th April 1970’ by
Creedence Clearwater Revival, because I was there.

The Blues Styles: Continuing the blues history and roots, in this issue, a little about Chicago
Blues.
If you were to ask which is the most famous city with Blues connections, you would probably say
Chicago. The classic African American Blues players from the Southern States migrated north for
several reasons, both forced and voluntary, to the northern states where there was much more
work and tolerance.
So, why Chicago of all northern cities? The answer is one man, not a
musician, singer or a writer of songs, Lester Melrose.
The successful record business, centred in Chicago, was, in the late
1920s and early 1930s, eager to find ‘race music’ talent and Lester, who
had been running a music shop with his brother, branched out as a talent
scout because he enjoyed Blues music and, through his business, knew
the record industry so he introduced Blues artists to their recoding
companies. Artists he introduced (and there were dozens of them)
included Tampa Red, Big Bill Broonzy, Sonny Boy Williamson, Arthur ‘Big
Boy’ Crudup and Champion Jack Dupree. It is said that he turned away Muddy Waters!
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His job was essentially an A & R man (Artist and Repertoire) becoming a producer and in the
1930s introduced the idea of a quality ‘house band’ of Blues session men to back what had been
solo artists. Until the ‘40s, this had been an acoustic band and Lester didn’t cope well with the
introduction of electric instruments. As he went on to produce thousands of records, he claimed all
or some of the publishing rights which is where he made his money when, later, big selling white
artists covered these songs.
The record companies putting out these wonderful artists were Columbia, Paramount, Vocalion,
Bluebird, and (RCA) Victor amongst a wealth of others.
With the introduction of electric Blues, new record labels emerged, including Chess and Alligator.
Rock'n'Roll artists like Chuck Berry arrived and these Chicago Blues records were reaching
Europe and the UK opening up the British Blues scene in the 1960s. Because they were so well
recorded, most of Melrose’s Blues sessions are still available today on CBS and RCA.
Chicago Blues is a living Blues which goes from strength to strength and there are an enormous
number of good contemporary Blues musicians producing excellent albums today.
I would like to recommend three contemporary albums:
Alligator Records 45th Anniversary Collection (to show what a wealth of talent there still is)
Chicago Blues – A Living History (contemporary covers of Chicago Blues greats)
Chicago Blues – A Living History – The (R)evolution Continues (a volume two)

What was my last CD? ’Chicago Bound – Chess Blues, R&B
and Rock ‘n’ Roll’
A three CD box from Fantastic Voyage Records which arrived in
my Christmas Stocking. Yes, I have a lot of the stuff on it but
amazingly, although the artists are all known to me, many of the
tracks are not, and all 86 tracks are from the golden years 19481962. It is a coincidence that I wrote about Chicago Blues and
this arrived, simply another to recommend regarding Chicago
Blues. Look up the tracks on the Fantastic Voyage web site then
buy it!

What’s on my iPod? ‘Devil Got My Woman’ by Skip James.
Nehemiah Curtis ‘Skip’ James is a very different Blues player. He tuned his guitar to D minor,
sang almost falsetto, and used an
interesting and quite difficult finger
picking style. This recording, from
1931, turns up in my collection on
disc two of a box set called ‘Martin
Scorsese Presents The Blues’ (I
highly recommend this four CD box
set of Blues music from 1920 to
2003) which I bought in 2004. This
track epitomises all his haunting
qualities, his high tenor/falsetto
voice, his minor key guitar picking
and his great lyrics. A truly great
Blues artist who was largely
overlooked
until
he
was
rediscovered in the 1960s.
Dave Parker
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Saturday, November 02, 2019
Dave Alvin & Jimmie Dale Gilmore in London
It's quite a surprise to hear that Dave Alvin,
once of the Blasters, and Jimmie Dale
Gilmore, who I last saw with the Flatlanders,
had never performed together until two years
ago, despite being friends for over three
decades. As they showed last night at the
Bloomsbury Theatre in London, they have an
easy relationship on stage and the resulting
music is superb. Their album 'Downey to
Lubbock' was the bedrock of many of their
numbers but both of them took something
from their past in a set which was highly
enjoyable.
They began with their album title track and followed up with a Flatlanders song ‘Tonight I Think I'm
Gonna Go Downtown' and a Dave Alvin number, 'Johnny Ace Is Dead'. In the past Dave has
played with the Guilty Men and the Guilty Women but today their excellent band is the Guilty Ones
(their drummer is Lisa Pankratz, bass Brad Fordham and guitarist Chris Miller). 'Silverlake', written
by Steve Young came next, followed by the excellent Blasters number 'Long White Cadillac' and
an original, from their recent album, ‘Billy the Kid and Geronimo'.
In one of several fascinating stories between songs they revealed that the two of them had both
frequented the Ash Grove, a blues club in LA, when they were young and that they were both fans
of Lightning Hopkins, whose song 'Buddy Brown's Blues' was beautifully delivered. Other songs
included the Grateful Dead's 'Ripple', Dave's 'Dry River' with a lengthy drum solo, Jimmie's 'Get
Together' and the Flatlanders' classic 'Dallas From a DC9'. I missed the encore as I had to leave
but this was an exciting and energizing show by two masters of their craft, one a genuine LA
rocker and the other one of the greatest Texas troubadours.
Monday, November 04, 2019
Johnny Adams: his widow writes
I've had an email from Judy Adams, widow
of Johnny Adams, responding to my review
of her biography of her husband that I wrote
over seven years ago (June 16, 2012, if
anyone wants to check it out).
In her book, The Johnny Adams Story, Judy
complained that her husband, who in the
opinion of many people, including me, was
one of the greatest soul singers of all time,
was cheated by record label owners and did
not get the respect he deserved.
Judy is still angry. In her email she wrote:
'Johnny's music was internationally known
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years before he signed with Rounder Records. You claim Rounder Records gave Johnny
stardom! If this is true then why did Rounder Records never submit Johnny for a Grammy
nomination? Oh, by the way, none of Johnny's record labels ever submitted him for a Grammy
nomination. Maybe that's why I was angry when I wrote Johnny's biography book. Maybe his
record companies were only interested in selling his records and paying him a few pennies for
record sales while they capitalised off his records, making several dollars off of each record sold.
When Johnny died our daughter was only seven years old. We no longer had my husband's
performing income and had a small child to provide for. Record royalties paid a few hundred
dollars a year. You can't provide for a household and child with that.
Nick. with all due respect to you, Johnny's record companies and his fans don't know what this
widow has been through without my husband. My book is a true story. Johnny's last words while
dying in my arms made me promise to tell his story to the world. And I did.
Nick instead of pointing out my writing typos in my book and giving Rounder Records credit for
Johnny's musical career, you should write about the non-Grammy submissions, and the last 15
years when Johnny's record producer Scott Billington didn't submit any of Johnny's records or
albums for a Grammy nomination. Write about how several of the record labels continue to rerelease Johnny's records using his image, releasing his records in the UK and around the world
without contacting me before they release the records. Write about how the older African
American musicians were caught up in the record signing Jim Crow era. Write about how the
record companies made financial gains off of uneducated African American musicians.
Tell how musicians' widows struggle to survive when their spouse dies and only receive a few
pence of a record sale, only 6 or 7 cents. Nick, if you really love Johnny's music, reach out to the
record company and get all your friends and readers to give Johnny Adams the recognition he
deserves by getting him nominated for a Grammy.'
Judy, you make your points clearly and with true sincerity and I sympathise. I am happy to pass
them on to readers of the Vinyl Word and maybe that Grammy will eventually come. Thanks for
your email.
Saturday, January 11, 2020
Edd Byrnes, Bobby Comstock and others RIP
The New Year has started much like the old one finished, with several music-related deaths
already.
'Ginchiest' of these is that of actor Edd Byrnes, aged 87, who found
fame as the comb carrying Kookie in '77 Sunset Strip'. With his
cool jive talk and hipster lingo he became a teen idol and, although
not much of a singer, he had a hit with Connie Stevens on 'Kookie,
Kookie, Lend Me Your Comb' and had a couple of EPs released in
the UK based on a US album. His acting career was impacted by
being type cast as Kookie, but he appeared in dozens of TV shows
and movies over a long period. He appeared as the Dick Clark
style DJ in 'Grease', was the role model for the Fonz and was
ranked number five in a TV Guide list of the greatest TV teen idols
in 2005.
Another death announced this week is that of Bobby Comstock, aged
78, whose recording of ‘Let's Stomp' was something of a late rock and
roll classic. After forming a band called The Counts, he had success
with a cover of the Patti Page hit 'Tennessee Waltz' in 1959 and the
follow up, 'Jambalaya', was also a minor US hit. 'Let's Stomp' followed
in 1962, a song which was popular with UK bands of the time and was
later covered by The Strangeloves. Later he had success with 'Your
Boyfriend's Back', an answer song to the Angels hit, and recorded
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several singles for the Bell Label after briefly being a member of a band called Zebra.
Bo Winberg (80) was lead guitarist with one of the most
influential instrumental guitar groups of the early sixties,
The Spotnicks. The first Swedish band to have
international success, they released several singles on the
Oriole label in the UK, including 'Hava Nagila' and 'Orange
Blossom Special' plus several EPs and LPs recorded on
tour in London, Spain and Berlin. Bo was highly regarded
as a guitarist and went on to lead versions of the
Spotnicks well after the craze for guitar groups had faded.
Another to have died, at the age of 75, is Marty Grebb
who was a member of US rock band The Buckinghams,
who hit with 'Kind Of a Drag' in 1965 (prior to him joining).
Later he became a producer and also toured with the
Bonnie Raitt band for 25 years.
Also Detroit soul singer Lorraine Chandler who had a regional hit with 'What Can I Do' in 1966.
She wrote several songs with Jack Ashford and in the mid-1980s had several unissued tracks
released in the UK by Ady Croasdell.
Monday, January 20, 2020
Olney in America
Another musician to have died is Americana singer/songwriter David Olney, aged 71, who
passed away while performing on stage in Miami. It seems he was half way through his third song
when he stopped, apologised and looked down. It took some time for the audience to realise that
he was dead.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

THE STORY OF WILLIE HOBBS
Willie Hobbs is one truly worshipped great of Southern Soul
who, during the late sixties to mid-seventies, had an extensive
recording career for various labels without any measure of real
success. But his forty fives are a must collect for any true soul
fan.
His history is shrouded in mystery, with very little known about
his background and early years. Information regarding his
recordings is also non-existent; he would simply turn up and lay
down the vocals on an often completed backing track and head
on home.
He was born 1st September 1944 in Doerun, Georgia. We can
only assume he took the normal soul path, performing in public
from an early age, involved with the church, and doing the talent
contest rounds, before hooking up with manager Dave Smith
with whom he stayed during his entire recording career.
Hobbs’ debut to vinyl was in 1968 for Major Bill Smith's Soft records, with a dazzling cover of
Bobby Bland's 'Cry, Cry, Cry', on which Hobbs’ raw crying vocals, interwoven with a protruding
sax is bewitching, b/w a glorious floater, 'Under The Pines'. Bill Smith also owed Le Cam and
Charay labels. Hobbs was to have singles out on each of these logos, with two singles leased to
Mercury, one being 'Action', which also features Pic & Bill on backing vocals. In his early years he
befriended the great Roscoe Robinson becoming great buddies.
His next move was to one of Shelby Singleton's affiliated labels, Silver Fox, on which two singles
were issued, 'Yes My Goodness, Yes', and 'Where The Sweetness Lies'.
After John Richbourg’s Sound Stage 7 contract with Monument expired in December 1970, he
approached Hobbs to record for a new label he was setting up, Seventy Seven. Hobbs christened
the label with the captivating mesmeric 'You Don't Know What You've Got (Until You Lose It)',
which was originally recorded by Kenny Gamble. But it's the b side, 'Where Did I Go Wrong', that
builds in passion as Hobbs’ suitably raw vocal begged for an explanation. This single was Hobbs
biggest selling record regionally, but never charted.
Mid 1971 Sound Stage 7 was back with another distribution deal, this time with Columbia. But it
wasn't until 1973 that Hobbs found his name on a release, and what a release, 'TiI I Get It Right', a
delicate uptempo arrangement, "I'm like a wounded bird, hungry for the sky" he pitifully cries, b/w
an emotional version of the soul standard, 'Dark End Of The Street', but adds very little to James
Carr's original. Richbourg, like many Southern label owners, would use a variety of studios
throughout the south, and Hobbs’ recording sessions were held mainly at Muscle Shoals, under
the umbrella of Richbourg. Occasionally he was sent off to Philadelphia to work with Bobby
Martin. You could say this was Hobbs’ golden years, as this period brought forth some of his
deepest and best work.
During the Seventy Seven period Richbourg also set up Sound Plus and Luna imprints, which he
used as a labels to 77, and later for re-issues. Hobbs had just the one release on Sound Plus, the
brisk punchy beater, 'Tomorrow (I'll Begin To Make New Plans)'. But it's the mid-tempo flip, 'Judge
Of Hearts', which has to be one of the all-time soul moments, and creeping into being a wellcovered classic.
Despite the high quality of his material a national breakthrough proved elusive, and he never
appeared on the top 100 R&B charts. But he was able to tour extensively in the early seventies,
appearing on the same bill as Tyrone Davis, Wilson Pickett and Joe Simon amongst others.
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Dave Smith set up his own label, Bandit, in late 1969, which was based in North Carolina. They
reissued 'Yes My Goodness, Yes'. Record wise Hobbs seems to have bowed out until in 1974 he
returned to Dave Smith's and his Bandit label, with a further four single releases, 'I'll Love You
More Than You'll Ever Know', 'Where The Sweetness Lies', 'Let's Steal Away'. His final release,
'Don't Take It Away', is certainly one of his best, a gentle looping shuffle, with hummable hook.
But then the story wasn't quite over. Hobbs reappeared in 2003 with a comeback CD titled, OUT
OF THE BOX. His soulful vocals were still all in one piece, on any of the traditional Southern or
more modern styles. Unfortunately, the production and backing sound was not up to scratch.
SIX OF WILLIE’S BEST
1 (PLEASE) DON'T LET ME DOWN
An organ intro sets the mood straightaway for this tortuous Southern soul
ballad. Organ and guitar weave intricately with Willie's voice throughout,
together with a good girlie backing. The result is a masterpiece of deep
soul. Definitely the man's best!
2 HOW COULD MY BABY KNOW
A real soap opera scenario on this one! It's the man's wedding day. He
leaves the church with his new bride. They drive off in their car and go
through a thunderstorm. The car crashes. Willie survives but his woman is
killed. "Oh Lord why you wanna let her die?" he moans. The full stringladen backing makes this track less raw than some of his others, but
nevertheless it is still a superb slice of deep soul.
3 JUDGE OF HEARTS
A change of tempo for this one. A good southern mid-tempo groove,
written by the man himself. The horns provide good support, echoing Willie's voice throughout. It
almost sounds like a call and response between them! Great stuff! I defy anyone to sit still whilst
listening to this.
4 ONE WOMAN LOVER
The tempo slows down again for this Spencer Wiggins-like ballad. Self-penned by Willie, with
lyrics like "I'm like an egg in a frying pan, She turns me over and tells me I'm no man". Hobbs is
forced by his dominating woman to be a one-woman lover, but he desperately wants to love
someone else. "Somebody tell me what's a man to do?" he pleads at the end, finally breaking
down in tears at the fade-out. Breathtaking!
5 I LOVE YOU MORE THAN YOU'LL EVER KNOW
At just under six and a half minutes this one is a tour de force of deep soul. Although it leans
nearer to the bluesier side than most of his other tracks, it is still a good SOUL record. Again, this
one has great lyrics "I'm only flesh and blood, baby, but I can be everything that you demand, I
can be president of General Motors, baby, or just a tiny grain of sand". A down-home, but not
overpowering, guitar break midway pushes this track still further into the blues territory but Willie's
aching vocal ensures that soul is very much to the fore. Wow powerful deep deep SOUL.
6 DON'T TAKE IT AWAY
This is a solid gold nugget. It simply floats out of the speakers on a gossamer web of vibes, muted
percussion and synth strings. Hobbs is simply superb in the role of spurned lover. "No No don't
make me go crazy, cos I will follow you to the ends of my mind". Perhaps it’s that lilting beat,
perhaps it’s Hobbs on his knees accepting the inevitable, perhaps it’s the crisp production and
enchanting wind chimes, no it’s simply emotion pouring out of a heartbroken man. Dramatically
outstanding SOUL.
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LOST SOUL
ROBERT PARKER
An accomplished tenor saxophonist, vocalist, bandleader,
Robert Parker was born 14th October 1930 in New
Orleans, Louisiana. He was first heard on numerous
recordings by pianist Professor Longhair. He also
appeared on sessions for Irma Thomas, Ernie K-Doe, Joe
Tex, and various Jazz musicians, while at the same time
embarking on a singing career. His early releases were
largely unsuccessful until in 1966 'Barefootin’' came
along. This classic irresistible dance record became a hit
in the USA and the UK. The follow up, 'Happy Feet', has
always been a Soulboy favourite. Parker continued his instinctive blend of soul and New Orleans
R&B on several further releases, but his only other hit was 'Tip Toe', which just tiptoed into the US
R&B top Fifty in 1967. Worth noting from that year is the moving 'I Caught You In A Lie'. He later
recorded singles for SSS Intl., Silver Fox, and Island labels in the early seventies.
He was inducted into the Louisiana music hall of fame in 2007. Until he retired he continued to
work around Louisiana, particularly New Orleans. He died 19th January 2020.
LIVE 40 YEARS AGO 1980 🎤🎹🎷
Chi-Lites, Lewisham Town Hall, London 3rd February (£4)
Spyro Gyra, Fairfield Halls Croydon 11th February
Pointer Sisters, Odeon Hammersmith 12th February (£4)
Jerry Lee Lewis, Rainbow, London 17th February
Gene Summers, Chick-A-Boom Club, Carshalton 23rd February
J B Hutto, 100 Club, London 24th February (£3)
Rocking Dopsie, Dingwalls, London 6th March
Andraé Crouch, Odeon, Hammersmith 22nd March (£4)
War + Blood Sweat & Tears, Rainbow London 28th March
Little Brother Montgomery, 100 Club, London 30th March (£3)
On January 2nd 1980 Larry Williams was killed by being shot in the head at his home in Los
Angeles. Self-inflicted said the police department, but his family claim he was a victim of a mob
murder. At the time he is rumoured to have accrued a small fortune from the activities of a fleet of
Hollywood hookers.
Northern soul classic of the issue.

Deep soul classic of the issue.

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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The CD opens with the bright 'Reconsider Me', a huge hit for Johnny
Adams and, next, Narvel Felts. Margaret's own recording from 1980
with Mira Smith on guitar is just a blast and a real cool opener. Next
come 13 new tracks that replace 12 tracks from the first 1995 edition
that was compiled by the late Ray Topping. Here you have in
chronological order both sides of her six singles issued on Ram
between July 1959 and September 1962 plus two sides from her
1961 EP. At the time Margaret could rock like Wanda Jackson, be as
wistful as Patti Page and then become as achingly soulful as Patsy
Cline.
Among the unissued recordings added there is 'Yea Yea Baby' (surely a potential hit at the time
but never released), a fine rendition of Jimmy Reed’s 'Can't Stand To See You Go', a raucous
version of 'Teardrop Valley' better known by The Lonesome Drifter. Backed by Chico Chism's
band, Margaret delivers a bright rockin' tune. 'It's Alright (You Can Go)' is a ballad and 'I Want To
Walk Through This Life With You', miraculously rescued here from a damaged tape, is her only
non-Ram side featured here. The song was transformed into a southern soul classic in 1969 by
Ella Washington and then by Johnny Adams (1970).
Three of the new tracks are live recordings from the Louisiana Hayride performance dated May
21, 1960, only issued until now on the Bear Family big box set 'At The Louisiana Hayride Tonight'.
The 25 page booklet offers the revised notes by John Broven and the original text from Ray
Topping. All is beautifully illustrated, well researched and brightly written. Last but not least the
sound mastering done by Nick Robbins at Sound Mastering is just incredible. So even if you
already have the 1995 CD 'Lonesome Bluebird', get this new edition. It's not a reissue but a bright
new edition showcasing the Country Soul of Margaret Lewis. That's our tribute to a supreme artist
and songwriter, keen supporter of Louisiana music and the Hayride and much more, who passed
away on 29 March this year. Thanks to Ace records and big thanks to John Broven to have led
that project.

To tie up with the release of 'Margaret Lewis - The Ram Singles &
More Southern Gems', Ace records (UK) has issued a wonderful
vinyl EP titled 'The Country Soul of Margaret Lewis' with her own
recording of 'Reconsider Me', co-written with Mira Smith, that went on
to be a big hit for Johnny Adams in 1969 and Narvel Felts in 1975.
Margaret delivers a stunning version issued only in 1980 with the
bright support of Mira Smith on guitar. Country and Soul are never
that far apart and in Margaret's vocal delivery they meld seamlessly.
The heartbreaking 'It's Alright (You Can Go)' and 'You Oughta See
My Baby' are two never issued alternate takes carrying a haunting
melody and a great bluesy guitar work still from Mira a.k.a. Grace
Tennessee. 'Somethin' Wrong Baby', recorded in Nashville, although first issued in 1961 on Ram
2451 presages the funkier sound of later that decade with a great greasy sax played by Boots
Randolph. This EP will soon be a rare collector item so do yourself a favour by buying it before it
should be too late.
Dominique 'Imperial' Anglares
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Following on from the initial collection of recordings from the Home
Of The Blues Record Company brought to us by Stomper Time
supremo Dave Travis, here comes volume two which is a very
welcome companion albeit after a near seven year interval.
Launched in the summer of 1960 by established record shop
proprietor Ruben Cherry and his songwriting aunt Mrs Celia Camp,
during its three-year existence some forty singles were released
with little commercial success. However, their musical significance
should not be underestimated with some product of real quality
being cut, chiefly at the Royal Recording Studio on South
Lauderdale Street in Memphis with Willie Mitchell in charge of
producing and arranging.
As with the first volume, The “5” Royales are prominently featured with seven numbers. A
wonderful R&B vocal group with the powerful lead voice of Johnny Tanner extolling the virtues of
his girlfriend on Talk About My Woman Pt. 2, the infectious Catch That Teardrop, the frolicsome
Goofball and the doo-woppy ballad If You Don’t Need Me. The Harold Dorman composition I’m
Gonna Tell Them sports a Bo Diddley style beat and a sparkling guitar finale courtesy of Lowman
Pauling. Then there is their faithful revival of James Brown’s Please, Please, Please with the
sweet-toned Eugene Tanner sharing the vocal role with his elder brother, plus my pick of the crop,
the splendidly sung upbeat Take Me With You Baby which is complemented by a punchy Pauling
guitar solo.
Lowman Pauling also appears on Think, a hit that he had written and recorded with The “5”
Royales a few years earlier. This version, as by Ed Pauling and Royal Abbit, and unissued at the
time, is a spirited rendition with his guitar cutting through the chugging sound of Abbit’s organ. The
groovy instrumental Soul House was released on the Savoy subsidiary under the name Ed
Pauling and The Exciters. These tracks indicate the influence that Pauling’s guitar playing style
has had on admirers such as our own James Hunter.
Roy Brown had been a major artist with a string of R&B hits in the late forties and early fifties, and
was one of the first artists to sign for the fledgling Home Of The Blues label. Perhaps his best
days were behind him by this time but he nevertheless retained a smooth, melodic vocal approach
on the beat ballad Don’t Break My Heart and the syrupy doo-wop of Sugar Baby. He is in
particularly strong voice on an alternative take of the wailing A Man With The Blues. The
aforementioned trumpeter Willie Mitchell and his crack set of musicians provide the backing on
these recordings and do a sterling job, incorporating saxophones, piano, bass, guitar and drums.
Mitchell himself, together with his talented band, had three swinging instrumental singles released
under his own name with one side of each being included here. In addition, the same set of musos
perform as Hobs Combo on C.I. Blues which is arguably the best of the bunch containing some
blasting saxophone blowing. Gene ‘Bowlegs’ Miller supplies a couple of dance tunes, with the
driving Bowleg Twist being more to my taste than Hunky Twist. Just One More Drink from Daddy
Goodloe is a fun sort of hardened drinkers refrain with a hiccuppy vocal. The smooth-voiced
Charles James proffers the pleasant Rockin’ Chair complete with a girly chorus, whilst the
atmospheric Please Wait with its melodious tenor sax break is excellent.
What’s On Your Mind is a good vocal group rocker paired with the cool mid-paced No Fooling
Around (With My Baby) from Del Monte, both of which incorporate a cool trilling harmonica.
The rather rockin’ Mojo is my preference out of the two songs from keyboard player Bill Yates,
who also plays on the instrumental Fee Bee credited to drummer Billy Adams who went on to
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record for Sun Records. Jimmy Dotson’s Search No More is a simmering blues ballad while
Squeeze Me from The Aristocrats is a commendable slab of vigorous dual-speed rhythm & blues.
All in all, with thirty-one tracks and an informative twenty-page booklet this is a bit of a bargain.
Lee Wilkinson

Remarkably, this is the twenty-first volume in the By The Bayou
series compiled by Ian Saddler following upon his forays into the
wealth of recordings made mainly in South Louisiana during the
fifties and early sixties.
This latest disc has been assembled from the efforts of producers
Eddie Shuler, J.D. Miller, Floyd Soileau, Sam Montel and Huey
Meaux. Eleven of the twenty-eight tracks are denoted as
previously unissued, with the artists on a couple of these (both
Goldband recordings) being unknown. They are pretty good too - I
Found My Baby (By The Drive-In Show) fairly rocks along
whereas Be My Baby Doll has more of a bluesy beat.
The album’s opener, R&B singer/guitarist Lester Robertson’s self-penned Everybody Wants To
Know is a saxophone loaded stomper from 1962. The reverse of the single which was issued on
the Montel label - Send For Me - a well-sung beat ballad, is also included. Rocks On My Pillow
from Cookie & The Cupcakes is a rather mediocre mid-tempo vocal offering, their other track on
here being an innocuous sax and piano led tune. However, the instrumental offering from King
Charles and His Orchestra is much better, featuring the cool guitar playing of Left Hand Charlie.
Texas bluesman Big Walter displays a strong vocal technique on Crazy Dream and Never Too
Old, while excellent big-voiced blues singer Charles Sheffield’s moaning self-written Never No
More first appeared on J.D. Miller’s Rocko imprint in 1958. A later single, credited to Prince
Charles, for Huey Meaux’s Tear Drop label is the upbeat Come On Home which is driven along by
some splendidly vibrant guitar picking.
Blues Boy Palmer, a featured vocalist with The Bill Parker Band, is in good form on the steady My
Life For Your Love, but I prefer the rockin’ R&B of his harmonica enhanced Mary, Mary. Another
singer with Parker’s outfit, Little Miss Peggie sings robustly on the rhythmic ditty Come Over Here.
The songstress identified solely as Elizabeth possesses a great voice and handles the ballad
Tomorrow I’ll Be Gone with considerable ease. The other female vocalist on the CD, Margo White,
serves up a lovely swinging version of Irma Thomas’ Don’t Mess With My Man.
The loose rockin’ zydeco of Thaddeus Declouet impresses on Shake It Up (All Night Long) which
has a live feel to it. In similar mode Clifton Chenier, often cited as the King of Zydeco, has an
effective professional sound on the danceable song It Happened So Fast. Clifton’s uncle Big
Chenier displays a noteworthy voice on Stand By My Side, a ballad with sparse backing. The
swamp pop ballad Augustine from the versatile and talented Rockin’ Sidney is a catchy little
number. The rockin’ rhythm & blues of Leroy James & His Combo with Whoa Mule and the
rompin’ stompin’ Raise Some San by Jay Nelson & His Jumpers are a brace of belting Eddie
Shuler recordings.
Bye Bye Baby and I Hear Someone Call My Name from The Yellow Jackets and Charles
Perrywell & The Fairlanes respectively also rock along in style. Sticks Herman’s Please Don’t Go
has a Fats Domino feel to it, whilst Ashton Savoy’s I Wants You is a steady piano and guitar piece
with decent vocals. Goodbye Whiskey is propelled along with a bit of a Bo Diddley beat courtesy
of Guitar Gable & King Karl, and Sonny Martin turns up with a nifty take on Jerry Butler’s For Your
Precious Love.
Lee Wilkinson
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ALDERMASTON SONGBOOK
(Song selection from the early 1960s peace movement) courtesy Tony Papard
The H-Bomb’s Thunder

be sung with great feeling when you were
tired, bitter and cold on the third or fourth day
of the Aldermaston March.)

(By John Brunner to tune of Miners’ Lifeguard
and is also the tune of Gospel number Life Is
Like A Mountain Railroad. The H-Bomb’s
Thunder became the Anthem of CND, sung
on all demonstrations.)

To Hell with all the humbug
And to Hell with all the lies!
To Hell with all the strontium
Continuing to rise!
To Hell with all the Charlies
With a gift for compromise
If they won’t ban the H-Bomb now!
(Chorus:)
Ban, ban, ban the bloody H-Bomb!
Ban, ban, ban the bloody H-Bomb!
Ban, ban, ban the bloody H-Bomb!
If you want to stay alive next year.
Macmillan and the Tories
They are out to wait and see,
They think the great deterrent
Will secure the victory.
I don’t know if they scare the Reds,
By God! They frighten me,
If they won’t ban the H-Bomb now!
(Chorus)
Gaitskell’s Labour Party
Are preparing for a sell,
They want to get the votes
And keep the atom bomb as well.
But strontium will send us all
To shovel coal in Hell,
So we’re gonna ban the H-Bomb now!
(Chorus)
Now half of them are barmy,
And half of them are blind,
They’ve all been talking far too long,
It’s time they all resigned!
And the way to shift a donkey
Is to wallop its behind,
So we’re going to ban the H-Bomb now!
(Chorus)
We’re going to stop the loonies
And preserve the human race.
We’re going to save our country
‘Cos we love the dear old place.
We may have to stuff a rocket
Up the rocket-builders’ base,
But we’re going to ban the H-Bomb now!
(Chorus)

Don’t you hear the H-Bomb’s thunder
Echo like the crack of doom?
Whilst they rend the skies asunder,
Fallout makes the Earth a tomb.
Do you want your homes to tumble,
Rise in smoke towards the sky?
Will you let your cities crumble,
Will you see your children die?
Chorus:
Men and women, stand together
Do not heed the men of war,
Make your minds up now or never,
Ban the bomb for evermore.
Tell the leaders of the nations,
Make the whole wide world take heed,
Poison from the radiation
Strikes at every race and creed.
Must you put mankind in danger,
Murder folk in distant lands?
Would you bring death to a stranger,
Have their blood upon your hands?
(Chorus)
Shall we lay the world in ruin?
Only you can make the choice.
Stop and think of what you’re doing,
Join the march and raise your voice!
Time is short – we must be speedy,
We can see the hungry filled,
House the homeless, help the needy.
Shall we blast, or shall we build?
(Chorus)

Ban The Bloody H-Bomb
(Tune: John Brown’s Body)
(These words are now dated, reproduced
here as an historical document, but the
alliteration and mild swearing meant it could
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Official Secret
(Tune: I Love a Lassie)

But I’m only a racing pigeon
And my name is Molly Vaughn.

(On the 1963 Aldermaston March, Spies For
Peace announced the existence of a
government bunker at Warren Row, on the
route of the march. The march made an
unofficial diversion to this top secret Regional
Seat of Government (RSG) for use in the
event of a nuclear war. Warren Row was just
one of many RSGs scattered throughout the
countryside. A wave of songs were written
about the RSGs)

There were plenty of people in the Square,
Canon Collins was there as well,
Trying to stop the nonsense
That will blast us all to Hell.
John Osborne, Sheila Delaney,
And an officer looking trim.
He arrested Canon Collins,
So I’m glad I spotted him!
Oh we cuddled up to Nelson
On his great masonic pile
To view the whole commotion,
We were doing it in style!
And then a rousing cheer went up
And so I fluttered down,
I had me wings forced up me back
By an officer of the Crown!

I’ve got a secret, a nice Official Secret,
And I’ll publish it for all the world to see.
They’ve got a shelter, a nice official shelter,
They call it an RSG.
They have got a shelter,
A nice official shelter,
They call it an RSG.
Now they’ll find room for Macmillan
And all the other villains
And the boys from the Ministry.

At the court on Monday morning
I faced a magistrate
Who said to me: ‘My feathered friend
You’re in a dreadful state.
Your charged with messing on the Force,
And truly that’s no lie,
And for causing active fallout
To come dropping from the sky!’

But what about the people,
All the unofficial people,
Where will we be, you and me?
We’ll be out in the fallout,
The nice official fallout,
Dying for democracy!

Well, although I’m only a pigeon,
I wish I was all white,
With an olive branch stuck in me gob
And putting wrongs to right.
I’d tell the human beings
That instead of dropping bombs,
They should be standing in Trafalgar Square
And only dropping crumbs.

The Racing Pigeon
(Same traditional folk-tune as Ballad of
Warren Row)
(This song was written following the direct
action Committee of 100’s huge civil
disobedience sit-down in Trafalgar Square in
September 1961 when thousands were
arrested. CND didn’t endorse civil
disobedience at the time, but its Chair, Canon
John Collins, went along to observe and give
moral support. He was arrested, along with
other famous people of the time who were
sitting down in the Square.)

Bug-Eyed Martian
(Tune: Waltzing Matilda)
(Minuteman, Vostok and Polaris were all
rockets used to launch nuclear warheads.)
Once a bug-eyed Martian
Riding in his rocket-ship
Made a little pleasure trip
To Planet 3,
Passing the Van Allen Belt,
When he least expected it
He bumped into a satellite
At 19G

Have you ever been to London?
Well I’ll tell you of me tale,
How I landed in Trafalgar Square
And ended up in jail.
They thought I was a squatter
That was there to ban the bomb,
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Chorus:
Bumped into a satellite,
Bumped into a satellite,
He bumped into a satellite
At 19G.
Passing the Van Allen Belt,
When he least expected it
He bumped into a satellite
At 19G.

God rest ye merry gentlemen,
Sleep easy in your beds,
The independent British bomb
Is flying overhead,
To go and kill the Russians
When the rest of us are dead
Chorus:
O tidings of comfort and joy,
Comfort and joy,
O tidings of comfort and joy.

What in Space are Earthmen
Doing with a satellite?
Earthmen haven’t any right
To bother me.
Putting on his pressure suit,
Patching up his rocket tubes
I’d better go and take a look
Said he.

I’ve got a little tin hat
And I wear it every day,
It keeps me safe by darkest night
From every gamma ray,
And saves me from the H-bombs’ power
When they have gone astray

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

So the bug-eyed Martian
Went down thru the stratosphere
Turning on his scanning gear
And E.S.P.,
He went to look at Minutemen,
Vostoks and Polarises
At Baikal, Canaveral and
Out at sea.

If Jesus Christ came back to Earth
To save the rich and poor
We wouldn’t crucify him
Like the Romans did before,
But I’d shoot him if I caught him
At my fallout shelter door

(Chorus)

Mack The Bomb
(Variation of Mack The Knife. AEC = Atomic
Energy Commission.)

(Chorus)

Soon the bug-eyed Martian
Shot back thru the stratosphere
Knowing that he needn’t fear
Because, you see
All those great big rocket-ships
Are loaded up with atom bombs,
They’ll never make it alive
Said he.

Oh the shark has pretty teeth, dear,
And he shows them pearly white,
And the AEC has figures,
But it keeps them out of sight.
When the shark bites with his teeth, dear,
Scarlet billows start to spread;
Strontium 90 shows no color,
But it leaves you just as dead.

They’ll never make it,
They’ll never make it,
They’ll never make it
Alive, said he.
All those great big rocket-ships
Are loaded up with atom bombs
They’ll never make it alive
Said he.

Strontium 90 leaves no clue, dear,
It’s not like thalidomide;
If the baby is deformed, dear,
You just blame the other side.
Strontium 90 leaves no trace, dear,
No one knows who gets the knife,
You can always say that background
Radiation took the life.

God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen
(Alternative words to the traditional Christmas
carol.)
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You’ll be incinerated
And never know why.

In your milk on Monday morning
Comes an extra little kick,
Well, the taste is just the same, dear,
But the Geiger counters tick.

So come all you people,
And listen to me,
Get rid of the H-bomb
And Strontium 90.

Oh, the shark has pretty teeth, dear,
And he shows them, pearly white;
And the AEC has figures,
But they keep them out of sight.

A Little Bomb Like You
(Tune: Johnny I Hardly Knew Ya)

Old Smoky
Charles de Gaulle, he said to me:
I want to have a little bomb like you,
Independent mine will be,
I want to have a little bomb like you,
I like you and you like me
But just in case we don’t agree,
I want a little bomb like you, Mac,
I want a little bomb like you.

On top of Old Smoky
All covered in snow
There’s Strontium 90
From the H-Bomb below.
Now living’s a pleasure,
And the H-bomb’s a grief,
And Strontium 90
Is worse than a thief.

Mao to Krushchev turned and said:
I want to have a little bomb like you,
My bomb will be twice as Red,
I want to have a little bomb like you,
East is East and West is West,
The Chinese bomb will be the best,
I want to have a little bomb like you, Nik,
I want a little bomb like you.

For a thief will just rob you,
Pinch money you save,
But Strontium 90
Will send you to your grave.
The grave will decay you,
And turn you to dust,
There’s no politician
A worker can trust.

Roll This Campaign On
(Tune: When The Saints Go Marching In)

They’ll kid you and fool you,
And tell you more lies
Than deaths from leukaemia
Or stars in the sky.

We’re gonna roll, we’re gonna roll,
We’re gonna roll this campaign on,
We’re gonna roll, we’re gonna roll,
We’re gonna roll this campaign on.
And if the Yanks get in the way,
We’re gonna roll right over them,
We’re gonna roll this campaign on,
We’re gonna roll…. etc.

For the H-bomb’s explosion
Will cut like a knife
Thru the ranks of our people
And poison all life.

And if the Reds get in the way…. etc.
The leaves they will wither,
All life it will die,
These songs, all to traditional tunes, followed the folk song tradition of making up new lyrics to
well-known melodies. They are now historical documents and some of them mention politicians
long gone.
There was a lot of singing and a lot of bands and musicians on the early Easter Aldermaston
marches, and not so much ugly shouting of slogans.
These early protest songs are part of a genre
but it would be a shame if they were all forgotten.

magazine has probably not featured before,
Tony Papard
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continues to revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a current relevance.

ROCKING ON MERSEYSIDE
Previously printed over four issues between August and November 2001

It was at the “Cherokee” that we heard the name “Beatles” again. Some of the customers had
stayed behind one night and we were standing around chatting about the group scene, which had
mushroomed since the previous year. A young lad started to talk about the “Beatles” in awestruck
tones, saying, “I’ve never seen a group like the ‘Beatles’.” The club manager, who hated them,
snorted derisively, “I wouldn’t have them here if you paid me!” We later learned that someone
connected with the group had called at the “Cherokee” and tried to persuade him to take them on
as the resident group but he had refused.
However, we kept hearing the same comments from other sources and although we were irritated
by the hype (nationally, “Beatlemania” started in 1963 but I can confirm that on Merseyside, there
was plenty of it about in 1961) we had to see for ourselves whether the group’s reputation was
deserved.
John, our leader, went to a lunchtime session at the “Cavern” and I vividly recall his sidling up to
me and saying with a sarcastic smile, “Well, Neil, I saw these fantastic ‘Beatles’”. I asked for his
opinion on them and he said, “When you see them from a distance, you think they are old men,
they are so haggard and pallid. Then, when you get closer, you see they are just kids after all,
who haven’t had enough sleep.”
In the end, we all saw the group and none of us could understand what the fuss was about. The
“Beatles” were loud, raw, crude and unbelievably scruffy! They were also extremely arrogant and
didn’t seem to care about anything much. They gave the impression that they regarded it as a
privilege for the audience to be allowed to see them practice. Yet their popularity could not be
denied and I had a graphic experience of this in early 1961, when I went along to one of the
“Bluegenes” Guest Nights on a Tuesday night at the “Cavern”.
I had a few pints and came in at 9.30pm. I was astonished to see that the club appeared to be
empty. Then I glanced towards the stage and saw why. Everyone was packed as tight as a rugger
scrum around the stage area. In the archways to left and right, the crowd was seven deep. Every
vantage point, every chair, every square inch with a view of the stage was jammed solid with
people. It was an awesome sight and one I had never seen for any other group. I walked around
the perimeter of this human hedge for ten minutes and tried in vain to catch a glimpse of the
“Beatles”. Then, someone moved a leg or an arm and I caught sight of one of the group’s feet –
and that was all I saw of the group that night! I knew then that they were unstoppable.
And now for some of the other groups on the scene. “The Remo Four” were one of our favourites,
with an all-Fender line-up. They specialised in instrumentals (Shadows/Ventures/Chet Atkins) all
performed with power and precision. They were not an exciting group – they didn’t have to be.
They certainly had our respect and their lead guitarist, Colin Manley, was one of the best
musicians on Merseyside.
“The Big Three” are legendary. The hardest drummer, Johnny Hutchinson, coupled with a great
bass player, Johnny Gustafson, and a superb lead guitar, Brian Griffiths, who replaced Adrian
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Barber. Sadly, of their recorded output, only ‘Some Other Guy’ and the EP “Live at the Cavern”
give any idea of just how good they were.
Gerry Marsden’s first three hits (all number ones, as we know) were all ballads so you might get
the idea that “Gerry and the Pacemakers” were just an insipid pop group. In fact, they could rock
as hard as anyone when they chose to and the inclusion of a piano in their line-up gave them a
different sound. However, there was no doubt that Gerry’s great personality was the main asset.
Looking at him as he is today, a squat bullfrog, with a voice to match, it is difficult to believe that in
the ‘60s he was a dapper little figure, a bit like Dion (nowhere near as good-looking, of course, but
with the same build).
“The Undertakers” were highly original; a dynamic bunch featuring the great tenor sax of Brian
Jones. I remember them performing a wild version of the ‘Mashed Potato’ at the “Iron Door Club”
and in the interval, a little comedian came on stage and soon collected a crowd with his hilarious
impressions of Billy Fury and other stars. This was Freddy Starr, who still does the same act today
but for a lot more money!
Another scene that stuck in my mind was Cilla Black singing ‘Autumn Leaves’ with the “Big Three”
at an “Iron Door” All-Nighter. And when she sang, those leaves sure started to fall! (The tree fell
as well and nearly killed me…)
I have mentioned the “Carroll Levis Discoveries” Talent Contest and later that year, we entered
another one, a “Guitar Contest” at the Crane Theatre. We had chosen to play ‘Honky Tonk’ as the
number which would carry us to worldwide fame but just before we went on, I discovered to my
horror that the guitars were way out of tune with my sax and there was no time to tune up (we
hadn’t played together for about a week). There was nothing I could do. I daren’t play a note as I
was horribly flat so I just had to pretend to play (no problem! I had been doing that for years!). The
audience got to hear just ‘Tonk’ that night, ‘Honky’ wasn’t playing!
If you think the Saga of the Silent Saxophonist a ridiculous story, how about the Silent Guitarist,
also on the same show? Later that night, a young guitarist bounded on stage, grinned confidently
at the audience and went into some fast, flashy finger work. After a few seconds, he paused and
the grin was replaced with a frown of annoyance. No sound came from his amp. He started
fiddling with the controls on his guitar. Still nothing. Beads of sweat formed on his forehead and
the grin returned, only this time as ghastly as that of a ventriloquist’s dummy. He reached down
and frantically flicked every switch on the amplifier.
He was suddenly distracted by someone hissing instructions from the wings (presumably, the guy
who had lent him the amp) and cupped his hand to his ear in an “I can’t hear you, mate,” gesture.
The unseen advisor walked stiffly and self-consciously onto the stage and. reaching down to the
amp, went “Click”. The amp had not been switched on! The great guitar virtuoso had blown his
chances before he had played a note.
And talking about guitars: the sad story of how we had the chance of acquiring one of the greatest
guitars in the world and lost it. For a time, our van was off the road being repaired and we had to
lug all our gear around in black cabs. One night the taxi-driver watched us loading our stuff inside
and asked us whether we were interested in buying a Gretsch guitar that he had bought in the
States while he was in the Merchant Navy.
It was a black “Country Gentleman” for which he wanted about £125. When I
tell you that this represented three months wages, you will understand why we
had to say no, even though I am sure it was the only one on Merseyside at that
time. George Harrison bought it! The “Beatles” were making quite a bit of
money then as they were full-time so they could afford it. Years later, I showed
John Day a photo of Harrison playing the Gretsch at the “Cavern”. “That was
the same guitar, John, wasn’t it?” I innocently enquired. John tore the book out
of my hands and hurled it violently across the room, cursing eloquently!
(To be continued…)
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In the first instalment of the Rock & Roll Series, we explored the very first
Rock'n'Roll movie; Rock Around The Clock 1956.
Consequently, in the last edition we
jumped directly to its sequel; Don’t
Knock The Rock 1956.
At last in this third article, we will reestablish peace, chronologically speaking,
and will learn about the second Rock’n’Roll movie; Rock Rock
Rock 1956.
Acclaimed DJ and American roots music promoter Alan Freed’s
first big screen enterprise having proved extremely popular, his formula simple yet genius, a
jukebox musical filled with Rock’n’Roll performances, he soon embarked again on a second
project.
Dori is a girl in urgent need of money to buy a prom
dress decides to become a banker for her classmates
and starts lending money with disastrous effects. A plot
as simple as it comes devised to string together the
songs and performances which comprise most of the
film.
Male lead Tommy, Dori’s boyfriend, is played by pop
singer Teddy Randazzo who sings his own songs.
Female lead Dori, performed by an incredibly young
Tuesday Weld, gets dubbed by American pop singer
Connie Francis.
Palpable yet forgivable, all performances were prerecorded and added later… slightly out of sync.
The budget for the movie was severely low but still the wardrobe is inspiring, capable of
transporting the viewer to the very good old days of swing and Rock’n’Roll.
In spite of all the main character’s tribulations and misadventures the music is truly energising and
upbeat and transmits an aura of nostalgia.
Though not the most memorable of all the Rock'n'Roll movies it has distinctive groups and the
singers match the variety of styles shown in the movie; Rhythm and Blues, Jazz, Ragtime and
Country songs as well as the diversity of the cast, at least musically speaking, as all the story
characters are white.
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It is a great opportunity to see and listen to great
early Rock'n'Roll stars like The Flamingos, Chuck
Berry or The Moonglows among others, including the
only big screen appearance of The Johnny Burnette
Trio.
21 songs altogether in a barely one-and-a-half-hour
film.
The track list is composed of:
"Rock, Rock, Rock" performed by Jimmy Cavallo & His House Rockers.
"I Never Had A Sweetheart" performed by Connie Francis.
"The Things Your Heart Needs" performed by Teddy Randazzo.
"Rock, Pretty Baby" performed by Ivy Schulman and the Bowties.
"Rock & Roll Boogie" performed by Alan Freed & His Rock & Roll Band with "Big" Al Sears.
"I Knew From The Start" performed by The Moonglows.
"You Can't Catch Me" performed by Chuck Berry.
"Would I Be Crying" performed by The Flamingos.
"The Big Beat" performed by Jimmy Cavallo & His House Rockers.
"Thanks To You" performed by Teddy Randazzo.
"We're Gonna Rock Tonight" performed by The Three Chuckles With
Teddy Randazzo.
"Little Blue Wren" performed by Connie Francis.
"Rock, Rock, Rock" performed by Jimmy Cavallo & His House Rockers.
"Lonesome Train (On A Lonesome Track)" performed by Johnny Burnette Trio.
"Over and Over Again" performed by The Moonglows.
"Tra La La" performed by LaVern Baker.
"Ever Since I Can Remember" performed by Cirino & the Bowties
"Baby Baby" performed by Frankie Lymon & the Teenagers.
"I'm Not a Juvenile Delinquent" performed by Frankie Lymon and
The Teenagers.
"Won't You Give Me A Chance" performed by Teddy Randazzo
"Right Now, Right Now" performed by Alan Freed & His Rock & Roll
Band with "Big" Al Sears.
The immediate success and popularity of the artists contained within the movie contributed to the
release of the Rock Rock Rock album. Arguably the style is closer to Doo-Wop and Rhythm and
Blues and, despite the title, doesn’t reflect the movie’s original soundtrack, but contains cuts from
The Flamingos, Chuck Berry and The Moonglows.
Here is the album’s track list for comparison:
“I Knew from the Start” composed by Glen Moore / Milton Subotsky
performed by The Moonglows.
“Would I Be Crying (If I Were Lying to You)” composed by Glen Moore
performed by The Flamingos.
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“Maybellene” composed by Chuck Berry performed by Chuck Berry.
“Sincerely” composed by Alan Freed / Harvey Fuqua performed by The Moonglows.
“Thirty Days” composed by Chuck Berry performed by Chuck Berry.
“The Vow” composed by Zeke Carey / George Motola / Horace Webb performed by The
Flamingos
“You Can't Catch Me” composed by Chuck Berry performed by Chuck Berry.
“Over and Over Again” composed by Al Weisman / Ben Weisman performed by The Moonglows.
“Roll over Beethoven” composed by Chuck Berry performed by Chuck Berry.
“I'll Be Home” composed by Stan Lewis / Ferdinand Washington performed by The Moonglows.
“See Saw” composed by Roquel Davis / Charles Sutton performed by The Moonglows.
“A Kiss from Your Lips” composed by Roquel Davis / Russell Fratto performed by The Flamingos.
The only modern link I could find is a South Korean TV miniseries; Rock
Rock Rock 2010. A young boy rejected by his peers at school steals his
brother’s unused guitar and teaches himself to play, emulating his rock idols
to return years later with his own band and demonstrate how good he really
is.
Sadly not related to the original which never had any sequels.
If after reading this article curiosity bites Rock Rock Rock 1956 can be
purchased on DVD for cheap, not even £5. Also, Amazon Video Prime rents it
for less.
But even better and super easy, the film has been uploaded to YouTube in its
entirety. Enjoy the view.

Marti Canal
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
Thank you all who have contacted us regarding Issue 112’s “A Woodie
Speaks” interview with Mike Berry which has proved to be hugely popular with
our readers, certainly among the most praised yet. In fact, a well-known figure
in the world of Rock’n’Roll has found time, in his mansion by the stream situated in the home
counties, to read it three times. The continued reading has failed to diminish his reading pleasure.
Amongst the other fantastic news that deserves embracing in my often hot
off the press news, to which this column is meant to be dedicated, on this
occasion widely reported in national media is regarding the home stage of
a considerable number of
shows. Apart from
toasting its 78 years of existence, this Oxford Street institution has been
granted special status making it immune to business rates. I’m sure all of
us at
along with all music fans are indeed relieved that the family
owned venue has achieved this status as many of us know the past ten years have not been an
easy ride for them. Congratulations to all involved at the 100 Club from
.
The same period of time has seen countless venues close their doors, not just here in the capital
but nationwide, and with the success of the 100 Club other similar size venues are planning to be
granted similar status; wonderful, let’s hope they all succeed.
If you are a regular reader of the Buzz column you may recall that I
wrote that the Coach & Horses in Soho would soon be closing its
doors. Once reopened it would be under the ownership of a brewery
chain, I at the time being very much a prophet of doom, believing as
many no doubt felt that its charm, its independent spirit, would vanish.
Making my first visit since its reopening, I was pleasantly surprised;
the piano was still there where the sing songs take place a couple of
times a week, the only time that music is allowed within its walls, no
television, furnishings much the same. I wouldn’t have ever suggested
the pub (as some might) that it was a residence of the bohemian, more the haunt of misfits, the
eccentric, and the mildly barmy.
I sat in the ‘shallow end’ of its long narrow bar, known as such where folks sit and chatter a little
more loudly than the ‘deep end’, the place to sit, read heavyweight newspapers, magazines and
the like, mostly alone. It was not too long before a lady somewhere in her late middle age plonked
herself down opposite me, whilst placing two large buckets full of ice, each containing a lobster,
on the table. I sat mesmerized at these creatures in buckets and, upon her return, I was relieved
to be told that she had no intention of plunging these crustaceans into boiling water later in the
day, but in fact they were household pets, one of which she had named Robert, the other David.
The lady swiftly changed subject as she spoke at me with barely a pause, stating proudly that she
was Bill Graham’s daughter, he of Fillmore Theatres fame upon America’s west coast, owner and
concert promoter at this and other venues, from the late sixties till his death in a helicopter crash
in 1991. She laid claim to be twelve at the time of his death, but the maths here were not holding
up too well, so I began to doubt her words, at which time her man turned up, very much meek and
mild, of slight build, reminding me somewhat of Dr Crippen. Now bored, the pair wandered off in
search of another head to gab at. Once home I did a little checking and, according to sources, I
read Bill Graham had but one son. Oh well!! No change at the Coach & Horses then.
I hinted at the last capacity full
musical soiree at Gerry’s and I can now officially announce
that much later this year, we shall celebrate 20 years of
, a big bash, date
and location as yet unknown. All I can say at this juncture is ‘watch this space’.
Apologies that my favourite movies series has had to take a siesta this issue; it’s been very hectic
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here at the
office and we ran out of time to research and even less time to type it all out.
However, we’ll be back in Issue 114, possibly even with a bonus movie.
Finally, before I go I’d like to congratulate Jacob Rees Mogg, Conservative
MP and Leader of the House at the Palace of Westminster who, following in
the footsteps of former politicians Michael Portillo, Ed Balls and many more
down the years, is to take to the stage. An exclusive for
is that he has
indeed landed a plum role as Dr Who in the next season of this long running
science fiction series that has been on our television screens for close to
sixty years. Jacob has wisely decided to see how his role is received before
leaving his political life behind.
Time now to hand over to Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll for another edition of his amazingly
informative and carefully chosen Gig guide.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
February 2020
2
Sunday
Will Sexton
Memphis-based singer-songwriter touring with his wife Amy LaVere.
Green Note at the Water Rats £12 + fees
6
Thursday
Dexter Wansel
Arranger, composer, musician, etc and man forever associated with Philadelphia soul music and many of its
hits.
Jazz Cafe
£25 + fees
11
Tuesday
Sam Baker
Not the soul-singer, but a Texan singer-writer in the field of folk music.
Green Note at the Water Rats £17 + fees
14
Friday
Jimmy Carpenter
US soul-blues artist (sax and vocals) who released the praised ‘Soul Doctor’ last year. No info on band.
Ain’t Nothin’ But, Music 9.30 pm
15
Saturday
Rosie Flores
Another Texan, but this time rockabilly and country music are her broad areas of interest.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £17.50 + fees
21
Friday
Si Cranstoun
Rock ‘n roll and Jackie Wilson vocals make for a strong combination.
100 Club
£20 + fees
21 & 22
Friday & Saturday The Jones Girls featuring Shirley Jones
Six months since last visit for Shirley and relatives.
Hideaway
£27.50
22
Saturday
The Polecats
1970s rockabilly band, but today should ‘tribute’ be added?
Nells’s Jazz & Blues £14 + fees
24
Monday (Tuesday sold out) Daddy Long Legs
New York trio bring their rocking blues to vintage clothes boutique with music bar above.
Paper Dress Vintage, 352a Mare Street, E8 1HR
£15 + fees
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29
Saturday
Bruce ‘Mississippi’ Johnson
American bluesman described as “… a fine dramatic-storyteller in the Bobby Bland soul-blues tradition …”
in respect of his album ‘That’s The Deal, Baby’.
Bull’s Head, Barnes £11 adv, £13 door
March 2020
6
Friday
The Blues Band
Time to check out senior blues Brits Jones and Kelly again?
Under The Bridge
£27.50 + fees
17 & 18
Tuesday
&
Wednesday
Rahsaan Patterson
Soul man whose vocal acrobatics are not to
everyone’s taste.
Hideaway
£35
20
Friday
Kanda Bongo Man
Soukous to hypnotise from the Congo via Paris.
Under The Bridge
£16 + fees
23
Monday
Will Downing
‘The Prince of Sophisticated Soul’ with a career of
over thirty years.
Jazz Cafe
£27.50 + fees
24
Tuesday
As above
Hideaway

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

Will Downing

KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN

£40

28
Saturday
Son Little
Singer-songwriter from Philadelphia mixing in some
modern R&B and more.
Oslo £15.40
April 2020
2
Thursday
Jeffrey Foucault
Wisconsin native plays his “beat-up troubadour
folk” with long-time drummer and partner, Billy
Conway.
Green Note at the Water Rats £16 + fees
4
Saturday
Mickey
&
The
Soul
Generation
Texan funk band from the late ’60s and early ’70s
finding fame again.
100 Club
£15 + fees adv, £20 door

Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.
Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

12
Sunday
Soul Explosion: Brenda Russell, Regina Belle and Angela Winbush
Three respected ladies of soul music.
Barbican
£40 - £50 + fees
19
Sunday
Johnnie Allan + Jivin’ Gene + Gene Terry
Another TFTW event with a top-notch line-up.
100 Club
£30 (Woodies), £33 + fees (adv), £35 (door)
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May 2020
5
Tuesday
Bernard Allison
A chip off the Luther block. His liking for Jimi Hendrix cannot be denied.
100 Club
£15 + fees
8
Friday
Robert Cray
Promoting his new album ‘That’s What I heard’ – eight covers and four new songs.
Cadogan Hall
£39.50 - £44.50+ fees
23
Saturday
Amadou & Mariam and The Blind
Boys Of Alabama
Ambassadors of Malian music join forces with gospel
legends.
Royal Festival Hall
£25 - £45 + fees
June 2020
10/11 Wednesday & Thursday
Mavis Staples
A gospel legend now in her ninth decade, and whose solo
recordings span fifty years.
Union Chapel
£42.50 + fees
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £20 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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